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Since the time that Knuth's seminal paper on attribute grammars (AGs) first appeared 
[~4J, the AG formalism for specifying the translation process has received much attention 
a.nd has become the basis for severa.l rea.l translator-writing systems [12, 15, 19, 20, 25]. It 
seems to be a promising vehicle for automating the construction of compilers, in addition to 
its various other uses currently under investigation which includes syntax directed editors [51. 
attributed parsing [18, 39], interactive proof checking [35J, waveform analysis [30J, natural 
language translation into SqL data base code [31J and SQL data base code translation into 
natural language [27]. 
Given a sentence in a source language, an AG specifies a unique semantic tree for that 
sentence. The translation is found by evaluating the attribute-instances of the semantic tree. 
Upon completion, certain distinguished attributes of the root contain the translated string. 
Due to the declarative nature of the AG, there is no unique way to evaluate the semantic 
tree. Determining strategies to evaluate the semantic trees of an AG has been the focus of 
much discussion in the literature. It has both theoretical and practical importance: Bad 
strategies of evaluating semantic trees can be very inefficient in terms of both space and 
time making AGs less attractive for real translator-writing systems. 
In this paper we survey static tree-walk evaluator strategies that have been developed for 
evaluating semantic trees. We compare the evaluators to each other on the basis of several 
performance criteria. We .develop the notion of optimality of an evaluator and determine 
how close a given evaluation strategy comes to optima!. By considering different strategies 
we find 3. :latural taxonomy of AGs: as not every AG will give rise to semantic trees 
evaluable by a given strategy S, we can define the class of S-evaluable AGs as exactly those 
AGs whose semantic trees are evaluable by strategy S. In this way we will discover a 
hierarchy of strategies of increasing power, the strongest strategy being one capable of 
evaluating the semantic trees of any well-defined AG. 
In section 1 we present a. brief introduction to AGs and set forth some terminology to be 
used in the rest of the paper. In section 2 we introduce the general idea of tree-walk 
evaluators and we formalize the concept of an optimal tree-walk evaluator for a semantic 
tree. In section 3 we define an especially useful class of evaluators called 8tatic e"JaluatorJ. 
In the next three sections we survey three types of static evaluators: pass-oriented 
evaluators, uniform evaluators and multi-protocol evaluators. In section 7 we summarize our 
conclusions and review the taxonomy of AGs we have developed. The appendix presents the 
proofs of two NP-complete problems' cited in the survey. 
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1. A Brief Introduction to Attribute Gramm~ 
Attribute gr:unmar.s were first proposed by Knuth [241 3.'3 a way to specify the semantic:! 
of context-free language:!. A contat-free grammar is a 4-tuple (N,E,S,P), where N is a set of 
non-lermincU symbols, E is a set of terminai symbols, SEN is the ,tart 'ymbol, and P is a 
set of production". A production is of the form [p: Xo ::= Xl ... ~p]' Xo E N is the 
left-part of p; Xl Xz ... ~p i:s the right-part of p and for i > 0, ~ E N u E. Sometime:! 
the expression "p[ij" i:s used to denote Xi' 
The basis of an attribute grammar is a context-free grammar. This describes the context-
free !ang'Jage that is the domain of ·the tr:mslation; i.e., those strings on which the 
tr:mslation is defined. This context-free grammar is augmented with attribute" and 8emantic 
function8. Attributes are associated with the nonterminal symbols of the grammar. \Ve 
write "X.A" to denote attribute A of symbol X, and A(X) to denote the set of attributes 
associated with X. Semantic functions are associated with productions: they describe how the 
values of some attributes of the production are defined in terms of the values of other 
attributes of the production. Given a. production [p: Xo ::= Xl ... ~pJ, we call .~(p) = 
A(Xo) u ... u JI{~p) the attribute:! of p. 
Below is a.n a.ttribute gr3.mmar that describes binary numerals a.nd the decimal values they 
denote. 
lI1ury _ ~ubel': 
eUcH .: 
hf1lthaa1:nct It.tI'11u1t. .. : bUU1_lIuber. n!: 




{'f1lthl.i2Id Itt.: dicit •• ~l: 
iaAIl'itlct Itt.: eUcit •. placl} 
{'f1lthl.i2Ict Itt.: eUcit.Tal: 
I 
iaAIl'it.d Itt.: eU(1t.pl&CI} 
I 
Contezt free "ymbol" of the attribute grammar and their attribute.! 
pi: bU&l1'_uabll' ::- dicit •• 
biury _~u.Y&l • dicita.n!: 
cUcit •• pl&ce • 0; 
p2: dicit.O ::. dicit.1 dicit. 
dicit.O.n! • elicit.I.n! • cU(1t.~: 
eliCit.placl • eUcit.O.pllcl; 
eliCit.l.placl • diCit.O.placl • I; 
p&: eli(1t. ::. cUcit. 
eliCit •• n! • cUCit.n!; 
cU(1t.plac •• cU(1t •. pl&CI; 
p4: di(1t ::- O. 
cUcit. y&l • 0; 
p6: di(1t ::- 1. CU'" , __ 
cU(1t.n! • 2 •• t.p ...... ; 
ProductionJ of the attribute grammar and their umantic functionJ 
Figure 1: An attribute grammar ezample 
In thi!! AG there are 5 production!! and each production h3.'3 associated a.ttributes and 
semantic functions. In production 2, <digitsO> and <digitsl> denote separate occurrences 
of the same symbol, < digits>; the numeric suffixes distinguish these diirerent occurrences. 
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A semantic function specifies the value of an a.ttribute-occurrence of the produc~ion, e.g. 
the value of digitsO. val in production 2 above is defined to be equal to the sum of 
digitsl.val and digit.val. Semantic functions are pure functions, they have no side-effects. 
Their only arguments are either consta.nts or other attribute-occurrences of the production. 
How an attribute grammar specifies a. translation can be most easily explained by an 
operational description. The underlying context-free grammar of an attribute grammar 
describes a. language. Any string in this language has a. parse tree associated with it by the 
grammar. The nodes of this parse tree can be labelled with symbols of the grammar. Each 
interior node of this tree, N, has two productions associated with it. The left-part 
production (LP) is the production that a.pplies at N, say P, deriving ~'s children. The 
right-part production (RP) is the production that applies a.t the parent of N, say p', 
deriving ~ and its siblings. The production insta.nces of p and pI are adjacent productions 
of the semantic tree. Leaves of the tree don't have LP' productions; the root doesn't have 
an RP production. 
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Figure 2: A umantic tree for the attribute grammar of figure 1 
A umantic tree is a parse tree in which each node contains fields that corre::pond to the 
attributes of its labelling grammar symbol. Each of these fields is an attribute-in8eance. 
A.ssocia:ed with each attribute is a. set of possible values that instances of this attribute caD 
be assig:led. This is analogous to the "type" of a variable in a programming language. 
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However, each attribute.instance take~ on precisely one such value: attribute-instances ill 
not va.riable~. The values of attribute-instances are specified by the semantic functions. 
Figure 2 shows a semantic tree Cor the string 1010 of the attribute grammar given in figure 
1. Each !lode in this tree is labelled with its 3.5-~ciated grammar symbol. To distinguish 
between different instances of the same grammar symbol each node is also assigned a 
number. 
The semantic functions of a production represent a template for speciCying the values of 
attribute-instances in the semantic tree. Consider figure 2 again. N2 is a !!emantic tree 
node labeled by the context-free symbol < digit3>. It has two productions associated with 
it: [PI: binary _ number :::= digit31 (it3 RP production) and [P2: digitsO ::== digitsl digiti 
(its LP production). These two production instances are adjacent in the tree. The semantic 
function <digits.place = 0> of production PI indicates that the value of attribute-instance 
~2.place will be set equal to the consta.nt O. Similarly, the semantic function 
< binarJ _ number.val = digits. val > of that production indicates that the value of attribute-
instance Nl.VAL should be copied from the value of N2.Y3.1. 
Since two different productions are associated with ea.ch attribute-instance, there could be 
two semantic· functions that independently specify its value. one from the LP production and 
one from the RP production. If we assume that each attribute-instance is defined by only 
one semantic function, either from the LP production xor from the RP production, then we 
mU5t guard apinst an attribute-insta.nce not bein~ defined at all beca.use the LP production 
assumed tha.t the RP production would define it and vice vena. These diUicultie5" are 
a.voided in attribute gr3.IIllIlar.! by adopting the convention that for every attribute. X.A, 
either: (1) every instance of X.A is defined by a sema.ntic function associa.ted with its LP 
production. or (2) every instance of X.A i.s defined by a semantic function associated with its 
RP production. We refer to the semantic function which evalua.tes X.a as fX.a ' Attribute!! 
whose instances are all defined in their LP production are called 3yntht!3ized attributes; 
attributes whose instances are all defined in their RP production are called inht!:rited 
attributes. Eyery attribute is either inherited or synthesized 1. Inherited attributes 
propagate information down the tree, towards the leaves. Synthesized attributes propaga.te 
information up the tree, toward the root. The inherited attributes of a non-terminal X are 
denoted by l1X), the synthesized attriubtes by s(X); A(X) -= 1(X) ~ s(X). The start symbol 
has no inherited attributes. From the point of view of an individual production the above 
conditions require that the semantic functions of a production MUST define EXACTLY all 
the inherited a.ttributes of the right-part symbols and all synthesized a.ttributes of the leit-
lSome systems fIOI have employed a third ty'pe of attribute, ca.lled a.n intrin"ic attribute, 
initially introduced oy [3iJ. An intrinsic attribute has its value defined during the parsing 
phase. as the 5emantic tree is being built. These attributes are eva.luated during parsing 
and before actua.l ~emantic evalua.tlon of the tree due to both conceptual and practical 
reasons. Conceptually the~e a.ttributes directly rela.te to the input being parsed. Practically, 
using intrinsic attributes often helps to eliminate an extra pass in a. pa:ss-oriented eva.luator. 
It has simibr benefits for other eva.luation strategies. In this pa.per, however, we shall 
restrict ourselves to just inherited and synthe!!ized attributes. 
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part symbol. We c:lll these attributes the defining attributes of p, 
DE:\p) = s(~) u 1(X1) .. · U l(~p)' 
We shall not allow all attributes of A{p) to be used in defining the attributes of D£}\p); 
we only allow the applied attributes AP-,\p) = A{p) - D£J(p) to be used as arguments in the 
semantic functions of p. That is, no attribute defined in p C:ln itself be used to define 
another attribute in p. An attribute grammar which obeys such a condition is said to be in 
Bachmann normal form [1]. In the remainder of this paper we assume that all attribute 
grammars are in Bachmann Norma! Form unless stated explicitly otherwise. This does not 
impinge upon the power of the attribute grammar formalism; indeed it is not hard to see 
that any attribute grammar can be easily converted to Bachmann Normal Form [lJ. 
Nonetheless, for reasons of eificiency and convenience, many real systems (such as Linguist 
[101 and GAG [201) drop this constraint and allow for attribute grammars not in Bachmann 
Normal Form:!. 
Thus the semantic functions of an attribute grammar specify a unique value for each 
attribute-instance. However, in order to a.ctually compute the value of attribute-instance 
X.att we must first have available the values of those other attribute-instances that are 
arguments of the semantic function fX.att that defines X.att. In the example of figure 2, 
before Nl.VAL can be computed the value of N2.VAL must have already been computed. 
Such dependency relation.! restrict the order in which attribute-instances can be evaluatecL In 
extreme cases an attribute-instance can depend on itself;. such a situation is called a 
circularity and by definition such situations are forbidden from occuring in well-defined 
attribute grammars. In general, it is an exponentially hard problem [16] to determine that 
an attribute grammar is non-circular; i.e. that no semantic tree that can be generated by 
the attribute grammar contains a circularly defined attribute-instance. Fortunately there are 
several interesting and widely applicable sufficient conditions that can be checked in 
polynomial time [1, 11, 21, 23]. 
The result of the translation specified by an attribute grammar is realized as the value of 
one or more (necessarily synthesized) attribute-instances of the root of the semantic tree. In 
order to compute these values the other attribute-instances must be computed. Figure 
3 shows the semantic tree of the previous example with dependency arC.! drawn in. If an 
a.ttribute Ni.att of a node in the tree depends on the value of another attribute Nj .a.tt in 
the tree, then there exists an arc from Nj .att to Ni.att. These arcs create a partial 
ordering on the attribute instances in the tree. [t is important to note that since this 
ordering is only partial. there is no unique order of evaluating the attribute instances in the 
tree. 
l) 
"Consider, for exa.mple, a production [p: X ::= X XC)] with semantic functions X .3 = 
f(X .30) a.nd X .30 = C(X .30).. :\ literal imp~mentatibn t>f these (unctions would reqbire 2 eva~a.tions of ~Xn)' one ~ evaluate X,.3 and one to evaluate Xl).3. If these functions were 
to be rewritten in'to the equivalent (orIll X .30 = f(X .a.) and XC):1l. = X .3 then f(X ) would 
only have to be evalua.ted once but Bochmbn Normaq Form col'Istraints I.,;;ould be v;glated 
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The umantic tree 0/ figure 2 with deprndrncy arC3 drawn in 
An attribute grammar evaluator (or a given attribute grammar G is an algorithm which 
take~ a.s input a. semantic tree constructed from any valid sentence in G and compute~ the 
distinguished attribute-instance~ of the root (thi~ normally involves computing all attribute-
instances of the tree and unless we say so explicitly, we shall make no (urther distinctions 
between the tw03 ). Since the evaluator must be capable of evaluating any semantic tree of 
the grammar G. embodied in it3 control structure must be some genera.l mecha.nism 
describing how to evaluate semantic trees. An attribute grammar ~Jtlluation 4trategy describes 
how to build the control structure of an evaluator. It is a meta-algorithm (or building an 
algorithm that will compute a.ttribute-instances in an order such that no attribute-instance is 
computed before all dependent attribute-instances are a.vailable and such that all attribute-
instances o( the root are computed. An attribute grammar evaluation strategy may work 
correctly only on a subset of all well-defined attribute grammars. but it must work correctly 
3Attributes in a semantic tree which are not needed to compute the distinguished 
attribute-insta.nces of the root are ca.lled u"e/e"" attribute". Normally evaluators are built 
which compute all attribute-instances of the tree including useless ones. Some evaluators. 
however, are bUiTt to evalua.te only needed attributes, claiming that this ca.n save a. 
substantial a.mount of computation in the semantic tree. See [19. 22, 361 (or instance. In [141, File discusse~ how to convert an attribute gramma.r into an equivalent a.ttribute 
grammar which has the property that none of its semantic trees contain useless attributes. 
In general this construction can ta.ke an exponential amount o( time. 
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on a.ny semantic tree of an a.cceptable attribute grammar. TJ.e focus of this paper is to 
survey various strategies which have been developed for efficient evaluation of semantic 
trees. 
Attribute grammars are attractive specification tools. Two principal reasons for this are 
their locality of reference and their non-procedural natur!!. Vie say that an attribute grammar 
has locality of reference in that the values it defines (i.e. the attribute-instances) are 
specified exclusively in terms of other attribute-instances loca.l to a production. An attribute 
grammar does not contain a.ny globa.l variables or implicit state information that can aUect 
the translation. Each local piece of an attribute grammar, i.e. each production, 
communicates with the rest of the a.ttribute grammar only through strictly defined 
interfaces: the attributes of the symbols occurring in this production. 
Like a context-free grammar, an att~ib'11te grammar IS a description rather than an 
algorithm. Just as a context-free grammar specifies phrase-structure independently of a 
parsing algorithm. so does an attribute grammar specify semantics or translation without 
presuming an evaluation order. Because sema.ntic functions are pure functions, the definition 
of an a.ttribute-instance is determined by the attribute grammar and the semantic tree: not 
by the algorithms of the evaluator or those of the semantic functions. Thus, an attribute 
grammar is a locally described, non-procedural snecification of values, rather than an 
algorithm for computing those values. 
The modular nature of attribute gramma.rs also allows for dependency information between 
attributes to be expressed in a modular form. The dependenC"j graph Op of a production p 
contains one vertex for each attribute of p and has an edge from v to w iff v is an 
argument of the semantic function defining w. Any production-instance of p in any semantic 
tree will exhibit the dependencies between its attribute-instances as given in the graph Op; if 
NO,N1, .. ·,Nno are nodes of a tree corresponding to the symbols XO'Xl' .... ~ of 
[p: Xo ::= -Xl ... ~pJ, then an edge (Xj.a.tt l , Xk.att2) in Op means that the attr!bute-
instance Nj.att l must be evaluated before the attribute-instance Nk.att'.!. 
Just because there is no edge (v,w) in Op does not mean, however, that w can be 
evaluated before v; it may be tha.t w is indirect Iv dependent upon v. Consider a subtree 
rooted at a node N in a semantic tree. Information flows into N's subtree by way of the 
inherited attributes of ;'Il and information flows out of N's subtree by way of the synthesized 
attributes of N. Hence the dependency information of N's subtree as it relates to N can be 
summarized by a graph GN whose vertices are attributes of N and whose edges are between 
inherited and synthesized attributes. An edge from the inherited attribute N.a.ttj to the 
synthesized a.ttribute N.atts implies that N.attj's value must already be computed before 
:'-Latts's value can be evaluated. Given a. production [p: Xc ::= Xl ... ~pl and the graphs 
GXk' k = L.np' summarizing the dependency information for !!!.! subtree rooted at Xkt 
the augmented dependency graph Op[GX1' .... GXnpl augments the dependency information of the 
Dp graph py adding dependency information concerning the subtrees rooted at the right-part 
.5ymools oi t~e produc:ion p. It is obtained from the Op graph by adding an edge 
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(Xk.attl,Xlcatt2) to Dp whenever such an edge exisUs in Gn . Assuming that in a give Q 
semantic tree we have nodes NO, ... ,Nnp corresponding to the context-free symbols of the 
production [p: Xo ::= Xl ... ~p) and graphs GXle (1 S k S np) summarizing the 
dependency information of the subtrees rooted at Nk (1 S k S np) then a path from 
Xi.att1 to Xj.attz in Dp[GX1, ... ,GXnp) mearu tha.t Ni.att l mU!5t be eva.luated before Nj .att2. 
Figure 4 gives a. production p (production2 of Figure 1), its Dp graph, Gk graphs for p's 
RHS symbols, and the associated augmented dependency graph. Note that the graph Gdi it. 
cOtltains an edge (place,val) since in some subtrees rooted at an instance of digit.s t~e 
a.ttribute-instance digit. val will depend upon the attribute-instance digit. place (see production 
Ps of iigure 1). 
p: di,i~.O ::a diCit.1 diCit. 
di(1t.O.Tal : di,1t.l.T~1 • d1(1t.~l: 
dicit. place • ~,it.O.place: 
d1,i~.1.place • d1(1t.O.pl&ee • 1: 
.4 production p 
I phce I ~l I 
:41~'i?\<~ 
I place I Tal I I pl&ee I Tal 
. I ~I--------~ 
The dependency graph Dp for p 
(di(1t10) 
I 
I place I Tal I 
I C;;; I I pl&el I Tal I 'C:;/' 
I pl&ee I Tal I ~l&e' I nl 
"=;;:/ Y 
G k graph8 for digit" and digit 
Figure -': Dependency and augmented dependenc-:/ graph8 
Dependency and augmented -dependency graphs are useful in determining the order in 
which attributes of a production must be evaluated. For example, the augmented 
dependency graph given in the above figure indicates a. partial evaluation order of 
<digitsO.place, digit.place, digit.val, digitsO.val> a.nd of <digitsO.place, digitsl.place, 
digit.sl.val. digitsO.val>. In sections 5 and 8 we shall make use of a slight.ly extended 
version of augmented dependency gra.phs of the form Dp[GXO,GXl, ... ,GXnp) where the 
composite graph in this case is the same as before only now edges in GXO are included as 
well. In this case an edge from GXi.a to GXi.b (0 SiS np) indicates that according to a 
given strategy, Xj.a. must be eva.luated before X;i.b. 
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We close this section by presenting an attribute grammar which transla.tes simple English 
descriptions of mathmatical expressions into post-fix Polish notation. Although for the sake 
of brevity we have greatly simplified the attribute gra.mmar, we hope that it nonetheleS3 
illustrates the power and simplicity of the attribute grammar formalism in translating strings 
from one la.ngua.ge into strings of another language. The gra.mmar distinguishes between 
expressions involving only integer values (in which case operators of the form +i and *i a.re 
required) and those involving a. decima.l point value (in which case operators of the form +r 
a.nd • r are required). Figures 5 and 6 give the a.ttribute gra.mmar and a typica.l semantic 
tree (or the grammar which translates the string 'Multiply 80 by 5.8' into the ma.thematical 
post-iix expression (80,5.8.· r)' The attribute-insta.nces of the tree bve been filled in to 
reflect the values they will acquire upon computation. 
Pt: S ::= Op luabtrl Prtpo.iti~. luabtr2. 
S.trLa.l~tio. = If CPr.po.itio •••• r = ok) tht. 
Co.e&t •• ~t.(·(·.'ub.rl.trLa.lat10 •• ·.·.'uab.r2.trLa.lat10.,·, ·.Op.tr~.1&t10 •• ')') 
.1 •• "1'1'01': pr'po.it10. Tiolatt. co.t.rt •••• ltlT1t1 •• ·; 
Op.tnt * If Cluabtr1.tnt • d.c1aal_?Out) or (Juab.r2.tnt • dtc1ul_?01nt) 
tllen dtc1a.al_po1llt .1 .. 111T.lrtr: 
Prtpo.i~10 •. tnt • If COp.tr1DJlatio. = "1") or (Op.tranll~tl0. " "i') 
til ••• ultiply tl •• ~d; 
P2: 'uabtr ::- Inttr.r. 
lub.r.trLa.lat10 •• IDtt,.r.tranilatio.; 
.uabtr.tnt • lilt: 
P3: luabtr ::s Olel.al .ua. 
'ubtr.tr~.lat1o •• D.c1a.al lu.tr~.lat10.: 
p.: Op ::. 'wd·. 
Op.trLa.l&tio •• If (Op.tn' • dtc1.a&1_polllt) tllen 
P6: Op ::= ·.ultiply·. 
Op.trLa.l&t1o •• If (Op.tnt • d.c1ul_poillt) then 
'5: Illt.,tt ::. di,lt •. 
Illtt,.r.trLa.lat10 •• di(1t •. T&lut: 





O.clul_lIu. tranll&tio. • eo.catenatt(diritl1. uht. ' .•• di,itl2. nlu): 
P8; Prlpo.itio. ::* ·~1·· 
Prlpo.ition .•• , • if CPrlpo.itio •. tn' - lultiply) th •• ok ,1.1 lIotok: 
P;: Prlpo.itl0. ::= ·to·. 
Pr'po.ltloo'.'r a 1f CPr.po.it1oo.tnt • ~d) th •• ok .1., lIotok: 
'10: Pr'po.itloo ::a ·with·. 
Figure 5: 
Pr.po.itio •.•• ' - if CPr'po.itio •. tn' •• ultiply) til •• ok .1., lIotok; 
An attribute grammar lor tran.Jlating mathematical erpre3.Jion.J into p03t-/iz 
Poli.Jh notation 
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-I eo I 
-(~t.d 
-I 80 I 
nlt1ply T 
Figure 6: A .semantic tree for the grammar of figure 5 
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:. Tree-walk. Evaluato~ and Optimal VIsit Sequenc~ 
An obvious way to evaluate the attributes in a semantic tree T would be to build an 
a.cyclic graph G=(V,E) where V = attribute-instances of T and [v,w] E E iff w is 
dependent upon v in T. We could then do a topologica.l ::ort on the vertice5 of G and 
evaluate the attributes according to their topologica.l order. This stra.tegy has the pleasa.nt 
property that a single evaluator would be a.ble to eva.luate any semantic tree for any well-
defined attribute grammar. This strategy ha.3 actually been implemented, along with severa.l 
optimizations, in the Delta system [26]. Unfortunately, the large number of attributes and 
-dependencies in a semantic tree makes this approach expensive and unweildy to use [26]. 
Furthermore. it also has the drawback of doing most of the semantic analysis during run-
time, precluding many time and space optimizations [131. Various other strategies relying 
upon mn-time semantic ana.lysi5 have also been considered [8, 19, 34J. Due to the reasons 
cited above, however, most evaluators that hav~ been devised are tree-walk evaluator!. A 
tree-walk evaluator has a single l0C4.18 0/ control that moves around an explicit semantic tree. 
The locus of control is always at some production instance in the tree. We will often say 
that the loc:ls of control is at a node ~ when we really mean that it is at the LP 
production associated with N. So, for example. if the locus of control is at a production-
instance of [p: Xo ::= Xl ... ~pl in some semantic tree, we will say that it is at N, where 
N is the node labeled by this occurrence of Xa. The evaluator executes a sequence of 
EVALatt and VISITk instructions. An EV ALatt instruction says to evaluate the attribute 
att of the production that applies at the current node by invoking its associated semantic 
function fatt . Arguments supplied to thi5 function are the (previously computed) values of 
appropriate applied attribute-instances of the current node and its children. A VISITk 
instruction causes the evaluator's locus of control to move from the current node to either 
its paren t or one of its children; VISIT 0 moves it to the parent, if k > 0 then \llSIT k 
moves the locus of control to the kth child. Hence the locus of control always moves 
between adjacent productions in the semantic tree. The locu5 of control is never moved to 
a leaf as terminal grammar symbols have no att.ibutes; a VISIT 0 executed at the root 
indicates the end of attribute evaluation. 
It is helpful to view a tree-walk evaluator as 'roaming' over the semantic tree. Upon 
reaching a node, it decides to evaluate some attributes. visit some children, return to the 
node. evaluate some more attribute5, etc., a.nd then leave the node. How it decides which 
attributes to evaluate and which children to visit depends upon the control structure, which 
embodies some attribute grammar evaluation stra.tegy. 
\\'hat computational costs are associated with evaluating a. semantic tree using a tree-walk 
4trategy? Certainly an evaluator will incur the cost of evaluating each attribute in the 
semantic tree, corresponding to the execution of the EVAL3.tt instructions. This cost cannot 
be increased or decreased depending upon the evaluation method; it is constant regardless of 
the evaluation strategy chosen. The second cost incurred by a tree-walk evaluator is the 
cost of transferring the locus of control from one production-instance in the tree. to another 
adjacent production-instance in the tree, cdrresponding to the execution of the VISITk 
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instructions. Thi5 cost is dynamic and can vary widely in different evaluator.!. It might be 
useful for the reader at this point to gla.nce back at (igure 2 and notice that starting at the 
root, there are many ways one can tra.verse the tree, evaluating attributes and visiting 
adjacent productions (see figure 7). A third cost incurred during the evaluation of a. 
semantic tree is intimately connected with the control structure of the evaluator. Upon 
visiting a. node a tree-walk evalua.tor decides upon some sequence of VISITk and EV ALatt 
instructions to perform. If this decision involves a lot of computation it can also make the 
evaluator very inefficient. For the sta.tic evaluator3 we shall study (to be introduced in the 
next section) deciding what instruction sequence to execute has little overhead (it involves 
the execution of a case statement for each VISITk instruction executed) and i~ cost can be 
tacked onto the cost of executing the VISITk instruction. Therefore a.n important criterion 
by which to judge a tree-walk evaluator is by how many VISITk instructions it uses to 
evaluate a semantic tree. An optimal tree·walk evaluator for a semantic tree T is, by 
definition. one which uses the mInImUm number of VISITk instructions possible to evaluate 
every attribute instance in the tree. 
If we examine the beha.vior of 3 tree-walk evaluator E when evaluating a given semantic 
tree T. we can write down the sequence o( EVALatt and VISITk instruction!! it executes. 
Upon looking at this computation 8equmce [281 we can retrace the evaluator's traversal of the 
tree and note exactly when it evaluated each attribute-instance. If we remove· all of t~e 
EVALatt instructions from this sequence, the remaining VISITk instructions are called a lJi8it 
uquence o( E "(or T. An optimal tree-wa.lk evaluator for a semantic tree will give rise to the 
shortest visit sequence possible. The problem o( determining whether or Dot there exists a 
visit sequence o( length :5 N eva.luating 3.11 the attributes in a. semantic tree is shown in the 
appendix to be NP-complete in the number of attributes in the tree. This means that 
building an optimal evaluator (or a single semantic tree, let alone one which will be optimal 
(or every semantic tree of the attribute grammar, IS an intractable problem. 
Whenever a tree·walk evaluator visits the child of a node it must eventually return to the 
parent, as the evaluator ends i~ evaluation with. the locu!! o( control a.t the root. We adopt 
the convention of referring to a VISIT 0 instruction as a RETURN instruction. Note that 
for every VISITk instruction (k > 0) in a computation sequence there will exist exa.ctly one 
RETUR~ instruction. Figure 7 shows two diiferent computation sequences an evaluator 
might employ to evaluate the semantic tree of figure 2. The notation VISITk {Ni} is used 
to indicate that the visit to the kth child moves the locus of control o( the evaluator to the 
node Ni of the tree. 
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EV~:.pl~c,' VISIT 1 (I:), tvAL,3.pl&eI' 
EV~4.pl~cl' VISIT: (14), tvALw4.~' 
R!!URJ (I:), VISIT1 {13}, EVAL,S.pl&eI' 
tv~e.pl~cl' VISIT: {Ie}, tvALwe.T&l' 
~ {13}, VISIT1 (IS), tvAL,7.pl&cl' 
EV~S.?l&cI' VISIT: {IS}, EVAL,S.Tal' 
~ (IS}, VISIT1 ~17}, tvALwg.pl&cl' 
VISIT1 (Ig>, tv~Q.T&l' RErURJ <17}. 
tvAI.n.nl' u:rtJRJ {IS}}, EV~S.Tal' 
RE~~ (13}, EV~3.T&l' RETURJ <I:}, 
tv~:.T&l' RE!URJ <Il}, tv~l.T&l 
I tvALw2.pl&cl· VISIT1 {J2}, tvALw3.pl&cl' I VISIT1 {J!}, tvALwS.pl&cl' VISIT1 <IS}, I EVAL,s.pl&cl' VISIT: {IS}, EVAL,s.~, 
I u:ruu {IS}, IEMlJ {J3}, tvAL,e.pb.c,' 
I VISIT: {III}, tvAL,e. Tal' Il!:T1JItI (J3}, 
I IlTUIJ {J2}, EVALw4.pl&CI' VISIT2 {14}, 
I EVALw4.nl' IlTU1I {J2}, VISIT1 <13}, I I VISIT1 (IS}, EVAI.n.pl&CI' VISIT t <17}, I tvAL,g.pl&CI' VISIT 1 {JQ}, EVAL,g.Tal' I IDt1U {J7}, tv AI.n • nl' IEMlJ {IS}, 
I EVAL,S.nl' IlETUlU (J3), EVAL,3.Tal' I 
I Il!:TUIlI {12} , EYAL,:.~, IEMlJ {JU, 
I 
I EVALw1.nl 
Figure 1: Two different computation Jequen ce3for the 3emantic tree of figure 2 
Asymptotic3.lly the optimal evaluator, topological sort, and tree-walk evaluators all perform 
work proportional to the number of attributes in the tree. For real systems constant 
factors become important and in this survey of tree-walk evaluators one criterion that shall 
be considered is how close a given evaluator is to the optimal one. It is not that we 
actually wish to build optimal evaluators- as mentioned above that is too hard and 
unnecessary. But it is important for the evaluator not to spend too much time on simply 
visiting nodes, lest most of its time is spent executing VISITk instructions instead of actually 
evaluating the attribute instances of the tree4. Some tree-walk evaluators we shall look at, 
for example, in the worst case must visit each production-instance in the entire tree to 
evaluate a single attribute. When this occurs the cost of visiting nodes in the tree 
drastically increases, dominating the cost of evaluating a semantic tree. Minimizing the 
number o( VISITk instructions an evaluator uses has been a major motivation behind the 
development of the tree-walk evaluators described in this pa.per. 
4This is especially true if the entire sema.ntic tree cannot fit into the working memory of 
the machine. In such a. case additional visits often mean additional 10 ooerations (as that 
part of the tree may not be in working memory but must be fetched from seconda.ry 
memorj) a.nd ~3.n be quite costly. Hence minimizing the number of visits becomes very 
important. 
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3. StatIc Tree-Walk Evaluatol'3 
The re'mainder of thjg paper will deal with 8tatic tree-walk evaluators. Thjg cla.ss includes 
most tree-walk evaluators which have been proposed in the literature a.nd almost all which 
have been implemented to date. This jg due to the {act that most static evaluators 
recognize 3. large cla.ss of attribute gramIIla.r.5, are not overly complex to construct, and are 
{arily efficient in their evaluation of semantic trees. The difference between the vario~ 
static evaluators the~elves lie in how they choose to balance the tradeolfs in efficie!lcy 
versus complexity; the simplest evaluators to build are not as efficient as those requiring a 
more complicated construction and cannot be built {or as many attribute gramm~rs as their 
more complex counterparts. 
Static tree-walk evaluators are 8tatic in the sense that they do not dynamically generate a 
sequence of EV ALa.tt and VlSITk instructions to execute upon visiting a node but they 
always execute a orecoffiouted sequence of instructions.. That is, upon arriving at a node 
they do not examine the attribute dependencies and then decide which attributes to evaluate 
and which children to visit but they merely retrieve and execute some sequence of 
instructions which has been precomputed to obey the appropriate a.ttribute dependencies. 
These evaluators are not allowed to use global information concerning the nature of the 
semantic tree (such as dependency relations found in a particular ~ubtree of anode) in 
deciding which sequence of instructions to execute but only local information concerning 
which production applies at the locus 0{ control (the current production-instance) and which 
productions apply at adjacent production-instances in the semantic tree. Some strategies 
which violate these constraints have been. proposed in order to extend the power of the 
evaluator but they will not be discussed in any detail in this paper. 
Formally. a static tree-walk evaluator consists of a set of mutually recursive procedures 
where each procedure is associated with a production [p: Xo ::=- Xl ... ~p] and consists of 
a. sequence of EV ALa.tt and CASEVlSITk instructions. The execution of a EV ALa.tt 
instruction will ca.use the appropriate a.ttribute of the production to be evaluated. The 
execution of a CASEVlSITk instruction (k = L.np) will cause a. visit to Xk, the kth child 
of the production and also determines which procedure will begin execution upon arrival at 
that node. A CASEvlSITk instruction has the form: 
Cu. tJI prOcillct.1oll ot xk • Pl: VISITk uci call proc 1; 
P2: VISITk LIlcI call proc2: 
p.: VISITk LIlcI call proc.: 
:"lote tha.t the code executed upon arriving a.t Xk is determined soley by which production 
applies there. If Xk jg the LHS oC m unique productions then there will be m conditional 
parts to the C3.Se expression. Each procj procedure of the CASEVlSIT lc statement is itself 
one oC the recursive routines of the evaluator and hence will consist of a sequence of 
EV ALatt and CASEVlSITk instructions. After the last instruction of the procedure is 
executed a RETURN instruction is automatically performed, the locus of control returns to 
the adjacent· production and the execution of instructions in the calling procedure resumes. 
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For example, if a procedure contains the subsequence < EVALattl ,CASEVlSITi,EVALatt2 > , 
after attl is evaluated the CASEVISITi instruction is executed ca.using a visit to Xi and the 
execution of a sequence of instructions in some procedure procj' After execution of the last 
instruction in procj the locus of control returns to Xi's RP production and the EV ALatt2 
instruction is executed. Evaluation ot the semantic tree begins by initially invoking a special 
procedure to visit the root of the semantic tree and evaluation finishes when control returns 
from this procedure. 
Any correct evaluator for an attTibu te grammar G which can be built in the above form is 
said to be a "tatic tree-walk evaluator for G. By a correct evaluator we mean that for any 
valid semantic tree of G the evaluator must finish evaluation with the special attributes or 
the root computed and without having computed any attribute of the semantic tree twice. 
Although we have defined a static tree-walk evaluator in terms or recursive procedures, we 
could just as well have defined it in terrns of coroutines, stack automata. or finite automata. 
Our choice in couching the definition in terrr.s of a. specific implementation is based upon 
our desire to present conc:-ete examples of evaluators and a complete description of ~he 
construction process. In [21], Kastens shews how his evaluator could be implemented by any 
of the above methods. Similar implementations could be built for any static tree-walk 
eval uator as well. 
In the next 3 sections, as we survey Jtatic tree-walk evaluator3, we shall attempt to find the 
unifying concepts behind them and a general criteria by which to judge them. One criterion 
we shall use is how close a given strategy comes to an optimal one in the sense mentioned 
in section 2. But this shall not be our only considera.tion; we shall also ask the following 
questions about a strategy: Can it be used to build an evaluator for any well-defined 
attribute grammar? If not, for what class of attribute grammars will such a strategy work? 
How hard is it to build such an evaluator? {Not surprisingly, the more efficient the 
eva.luator is, the harder it will be to construct .t}. How large is the evaluator? And finally, 
how do we automate the building of an attribute grammar evaluator using this stra.tegy; 
that is, given an attribute grammar, how do we automatically generate an evaluator which 
will evaluate any semantic tree of the grammar based on the given strategy? 
The first type of static evaluators we shall discuss are the pa33-oriented e<Jaluator3. These 
a.re obtained by restricting the nature of the instruction sequences allowed in the recursive 
procedures of the evaluator. These restrictions insure that the evaluator will always 
evaluate semantic trees by making left-to-right (LR) or right-to-left (RL) depth-first passes 
over the tree. The next type of static tree-walk evaluators we shall look at are the un:'form 
evaluator". These evaluators assign a unique order to the attributes of a context-free symbol 
called a protocol such that for any instance of the symbol in a semantic tree the attribu te-
instances are evaluated in the given order. As we shall see, however, for many attribute 
grammars it is not possible to find 3. uniq-ll! protocol for every context-free symbol and still 
evaluate every semantic tree. This will lead us to the multi-protocol evaluator w.hich assigns a 
ut oi protocols to each context-free symbol. The order of computing attributes in this 
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evaluator must be consistent with some protocol of each context-free symbol but not with 
every one. 
The order in which we present these evaluato~ corresponds to their increasing complexity 
and size. Pass.oriented evaluatol"S are easy to construct but can be far from optimal in 
their evaluation of ~emantic trees. Furthermore, they can be built for only a small subset 
of all attribute gramm~. Uniform evaluatol"S can be constructed for a larger class of 
attribute grammars and are much more efficient. in their evaluation of semantic trees. 
~ulti-protocol evaluatol"S can be built for an even larger subset of attribute gnmmars yet 
are still as close to optimal as uniform evaluatol"S. The size of the resulting evaluator, 
however, can be significantly larger than other static tree-walk evaluators. 
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.f. P~ol'lented Evaluators 
In 3. pass-oriented eva.lua.tor, every attribute X.a. of the gra.mmar is assigned a. pa.s3 
number, P~(X.3.). Let Kma.x. be the highest numbered pass number assigned to any 
attribute. The 'fisit sequence resulting from the evaluation of any semantic tree will cOIl!list 
of VISITk instructions defining Kma.x. consecutive left-to-right or right-to-Ieft depth-first 
passes over the tree. On the ith pass over the tree, before visiting any node labeled X, all 
the inherited attributes of X with a pass number = i are evaluated. Before returning from 
X (i.e .. before transferring the locus-of-control from. the X's left-part production to X's right-
part production) all the synthesized attributes of X with a. pass number = i are evaluated. 
After the Kth ma.x. pass over the semantic tree all the attributes of the tree have been 
computed and evaluation is complete. It is important to note that if an a.ttribute X.a. has 
pass number = i then every occurrence of X.a in every semantic tree will be evaluated on 
the ith pass. 
The start procedure oi a pas~oriented evalua.tor IS gIven below. It consists of Kma.x. visits 
to the root node labeled S. 
procS 
11.,111 
1 CAStVISITs . 
nd; 
In a.ddition to this procedure there exists Kma.x. procedures for every production of the 
grammar, one for each pass over the tree. They shall be referred to proc p(I),procp(2)' ... 
,procp(Kmax)' where procg(i) is the procedure associated with the ith visit to the production 
p occurring during the it pass over the tree. The figure below gives the form of a typica.l 
procedure procp(i) where the ith pass over the tree is left-to-right a.nd where p is of the 
form [p: Xv ::= Xl ... ~pl· 
procp (1) 
be,l:! 
{EVAL~tt i:l.tructio:l. for .ac~ lAherited ~ttr1butl ot Xl .ith pal. ~uab.r • i}; 
CASEVISI1 1 ; 
{EVALl~t 1~.tructlon. for lack 1Aher1tld attribute of ~ .ith pa •• ~~blr : i}; 
CAStVISIT2; 
CEVALatt in.truct10n. for lach iAhlrlted attribute ot X:lP ,1th pa.1 ~uaber : i}; 
CAS!VIS IT np; 
C!YALatt 1n.tructlon. tor lack lruthe.iled attribute ot Xo lith p .. 1 :luaber 3 1}; 
Ind; 
Each CASEVISITk instruction is of the form: 
Ca.e LP production ot Xk • P1: VISITk &Ad call P~cpl(1): 
P2: V~SITk and call procp2 (1): 
Ii 
A pa.ss-oriented evaluator may make LR passes over a tree, RL passes, or 3. mixture of LR 
a.nd RL passes. Such an evaluator is called a LR-p ass , RL-pass, and alternating-pass 
evaluator respectively. If the jth pass OVer the tree is to be RL instead of LR then the 
procedure procp(i) diHer.s from the ooe given above in that the order of evaluating 
attributes and VISIting nodes is rever.sed. Fir.st ~'s inherited attributes are evaluated a.nd 
~ is visited, then ~_I's inherited attributes are evaluated and ~-1 is visited and so on 
until Xl is -visited. Once again the synthesized ~ttributes of Xa are evaluated last. 
Figure 8 gives a small attribute grammar and a pass assignment PN. Figure 9 presents 
the pass-oriented evaluator constructed for this attribute grammar using the pass assignment 
P~. The evalua.tor will ma.ke 2 passes over any semantic tree, the first being a LR pa.ss 
a.nd the second a RL pa.ss. Due to spac~ considerations, the procedures procp2( 1)' procp2(2)' 
procp4(1)' and procp4(2) are omitted. 
PI(S.tT1411&t1on) - 2. 
PI(A.!.U&tt) - 1. 
PI(A"m&t~) a 1. 
n ClI.1uatt) - 2. 
I'ICB •• yaatt) - 2. 
Pa33 numben lor the attribute! 
P1: An ::2 "1 ~. 
"t.1Ahatt a ,(AO.l~att): 
~.1uatt·a ~(Al.lmat.t): 
An"matt a l<A:z.1yaatt): 
'3: A :: a &. 
A"raatt a k(A.1~&tt): 
'0:S::-"8. 
".iU&tt • ccutut,l: 
8.iU&tt. s ccut.ut.2: 
S.t.T~lat,10. - f(A"TDAt,t..3"raat.t.): 
'2: 80 ::2 31 ~. 
a1.1~att • q~ •• raatt): 
~.1Ahatt • rCSO.1Ahatt): 
aO·ITDAtt. • .CBt,·raatt): 
'.: a ::- 11. 
a"raatt. • tCB.i~att): 
Figure 8: An attrib".Lte grammar and ptU3 a3"ignment PN 
Pass-oriented evaluators were first presented by Bachmann as making only left-~right 
passes over a. semantic tree [11. It soon became a.pparent that the method could be 
enhanced by a.llowing right-to-left passes over the tree, as information often flows in tha.t 
direction in semantic trees [Ii, 321. If we look at the attribute grammar o( figure 8, for 
instance, we see that by only allowing LR p3.S:les we cannot bound the number of passes 
tha.t will be :leeded to evalua.te a. semantic tree: the deeper the tree becomes, more passes 
will be required. In particular, we cannot assign a pass number N to B.inhatt such that 
every insta.nce of B.a.tt in every semantic tree could be evalua.ted on the Nth pass. Since no 
evaluator making only LR passes could be constructed (or this attribute grammar, it is not 
in the class oi LR-pa33 attribute grammar". It is, however, in the class of alternating pa44 
attr-ibute gr!:mmllr" as the evalua.tor given in figure 9 bears witness. 
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-b.(1l1 
C ... LP produet10a ot S • Po: VISITS &lid call ProcpO(l); 
C ... LP productioa ot S • PO: VISITS &lid call ProcpO(2); 
I~; 
l:VALA.1lI.llatt; 
C ... LP productioa ot A • Pl: VISIT1 aad call Procp1 (1)' 
P3: VISIT1 &lid call Procp4(1); 
c ... LP productiou ot B • P2: VISIT, &lid call Procp2 (1)' 
IlId; 
!V.u.". bb t t; 
C~." LP prodactioll ot B • P2: VISIT2 &lid call Procp2 (2)' 
p.: VISIT2 LIId call proc~(2): 




CA.I LP productioll ot A1 • Pl: VISIT1 LIId call Procp1 (1)' 
P3: VISIT 1 &lid call procpJ(1); 
CA.I LP productioa at ~ • Pl: VISIT1 &lid call procpl (1)' 
P3: VISIT1 LIId eLll procpJ(l); 
11Id; 
CA.I LP productioa ot ~ • Pl: VISIT1 LIId eLll procp1 (2) , 
P3: VISIT1 LIId call procpJ(2); 




!VALA .• yuatt 
IIId; 
Figure 9: 





The pa",,-oriented evaluator for the attribute grammar of figure 8 
Let D = <D1, ... ,DKma.x> be a. sequence of direction" where each Di is either LR or RL 
indica.ting that the itli pass is either LR or RL and there are to be kmax passes. It p~ is 
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an assignment of pass number3 to the attribute~ of the grammar such that i) for every 
attribute X.3., 1 :5 PN(X.a) :5 kma..x and ii) (or any instance of X.a in any semantic tree o{ 
the gra.mmar, X.a. can be, evaluated on the PN(X.a)th pass, then PN is sa.id to be valid {or 
O. 
Given 3. sequence ° and a valid assignment PN for 0, it is easy to create an evaluator (or 
the grammar. First construct the procedure procS' Then, for each production p and for 
each i, 1 :5 i :5 ~a.x' add a procedure procp(i) which visits each child and evaluates the 
attributes of the production with pass number == i, as W3..'3 done for the grammar of Figure 
8. The main challenge in building the evaluator becomes one of finding such a sequence ° 
and valid assignment PN. This is done incrementally: First a pass direction 0 1 and a set 
of a.ttributes 51 are found such that for every a.ttribute in SI' any instance of that attribute 
in a.ny semantic tree can be evaluated on the first pass in direction 0 1, Ea.ch attribute X.a. 
E 51 is assigned a. pass number PN(X.a) = 1. Assuming that 3.11 attribute-instances of the 
attributes in S 1 U 5:! ... U Si-l in any semantic tree can be evaluated before the ith pa.ss, the 
ith step consists of finding a. pass direction 0i 'and a set of attributes Si such that all 
:lttr:bute-instances of attributes in Si in any semantic tree can be evaluated on the ith pass 
in direction 0i' Ea.ch 3.ttribute X.a. E Si is 3.S.5igned a pa.ss number P~{X.a.) = i. The 
algorithm terminates upon one of two conditions: 
i) All the attributes of the grammar ha,'le been given a pass number. In this case a 
sequence <OI, ... ,DKma.x> and a valid a.ssignment PN to the attributes have been found 
upon which to build the pass-oriented evaluator. 
ii) There exists attributes which have not yet been assigned pa.ss numbers yet no pa.ss 
direction 0i can be round which will produce a non-empty set Si of attributes to evaluate 
on the ith pass. This means that there exists at lea.st one attribute X.a which cannot be 
3.'Ssigned a pass number; depending upon where the attribute instance occurs in the tree it 
must be evalu.ated on different passes over the tree. If this condition holds then the 
attribute grammar is not in the class of alternating pa",,-oriented a.ttribute grammar". Figure 
10 below gives a simple attribute grammar which derives only one tree but is not in the 
cla.ss of alternating p~s-oriented attribu.te grammars. This is because in the tree which this 
grammar derives, some instances of list.inhatt (namely iistl.inhatt and list3.inhatt) need to 
be evaluated on the pass before other instances of this attribute {namely list!}.inhatt)5 . 
.. 
Using the incremental approach described above. depending upon which direction is chosen 
for Di (either LR or RL) the set Si may differ. Let SiLR be the set chosen if 0i = LR 
5Note, th:l.t if we 'Nere to introduce a new context-free symbol Y, change the production 
p to p : S ::= list Y list!} and add a production pI}: Y ::= term making the appropriate 
cBanges qo the semarltic fun~ions, the attribute gramI1'1ar would be evaluable in 2 RL or 2 
LR pa.sses; Evaluate Y.inhatt, Y.synatt, and S.translation on the second pass and all other 
attributes on the first pass. This illustrates the fact that often an AG can be ma.Maged to 
make it evaluable by a given strategy. In [91, Farrow explores this issue for certain classes 
of attribute grammars. 
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Po: S ::- l1.t t 11.t2 11.t3· 
11.t t .iAA&tt - eo~t; 
11.t3.iAA&tt - co~t; 
11.t2.iAhatt • !(11.tl··~tt.l1.t3··~tt); 
S.tr&A.latioa - l1.t2 •• ~tt; 
-. 
'1: li.t ::- t.~. 
l1.t"matt • ,(11.t.iAhatt); 
Figure 10: An attribute grammar nat evaluable by an alternating pa.M 8trategy 
-----... S 
traulat1o& I 
__ tl--__ ~'--_ "", -' d' 
1Ahatt I .matt I I 1Ah&tt I 'matt 
c;t 
tera 
:( v~ -~--~--. 11.t3 iAhatt I 'matt 
Figure 11: The unique 8emantic Iree that the attribute grammar alligure 10 derive3 
and SiRL the set chosen if OJ = RL. In deciding which direction to make 0i' both SiLR 
and SjRL are computed. If SjRL ~ SiLR then Dj = LR is chosen. If SiLR ~ SjRL then 
Di = RL is chosen. If neither of these conditions hold then Di is arbitra.rily chosen to be 
the direction opposite of the one chosen for 0i-I' It has been shown that making this 
arbitrary choice can result in an evaluator which makes about twice as many passes over 
the semantic trees then needed (331. Finding the direction which would minimize the total 
number of passes required. however, is an NP-complete problem (33]. Figure 12 gives the 
algorithm described above for the construction of a sequence of directions D and a valid 
assignment P!'l. 
This algorithm calls for the computation of the sets SiLR and SiRL given the sets 
SI ..... Si_l. To see how these sets can be computed note that an attribute X.a can be 
evaluated during pass i iff it will be the case that for any occurrence of X.a In any 
semantic tree dependent upon an occurrence of Y.a, either Y.a. was defined on a.n previous 
pass (i.e., PN(Ya) < i) or Y.a is defined on the same pass but belore the time to evaluate 
X.a. Using the Dp graphs introduced at the end of section 1, this condition can be made 
more precise as follows: 
Let X.a be an inherited attribute of the grammar. Then X.a is evaluable on the ith pass 
ill for each production [p: Xo ::= Xl ... Xnpl with X = Xj' j > O. if 3 an edge (Xk.att. 
Xj.a) in Dp then either 
i) P~(Xk.att) < i or 
ii) k = 0 and PN(Xk.att) - or 
iii) Dj = LR. PN(Xk.att) = i, and 1 :$ k < j or 
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Figure 12: An algorithm lor a.Migning pa:M number3 to attribute3 
If these conditions are not met then there exists some semantic tree with an occurrence of 
X.a. dependent upon an occurrence of Xk.att where Xk.a.tt will defined on the ith pass or 
later and where the order of evaluation is such that X.a. must be defined on a pass a.fter 
Xk.a.tt is evaluated. An example of such a. case is given below in figure 13. In that 
example, if Dj = LR and PN(Xk.att) = i then PN(Xj.a) > i as the pass-oriented evaluator 
strategy calls for evaluating attributes of Xj before those of Xk during an LR pass. 
- > I I Xo ~ 
I .. ttl ~ 
-
Figure 13: Two attribute3 not evaluable on the .fame pa33 
For a. synthesized attribute an even simpler condition can be formulated: Let X.a be a 
synthesized a.ttribute of the grammar. Then X.a. is evaluable on the [th pass iff for each 
production [p: Xo ::= Xl ... ~ ] with X = Xo if 3 an edge (Xk·a.tt, Xo.a) in Dp then 
PN(Xk,a.tt) 5 i. This simple condition is due to the fact that the synthesized a.ttributes of 
Xo a.re the last to be e ..... aluated in the procedures of the pass-oriented eY3luator. 
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Using these conditions the algorithm of figure 12 compute:! the sets SiLR and SiRL given 
the sets Sl, ... ,Si_1 of attributes already assigned pass numbers. Initially all the attributes in 
NOT YET ASSIG~ED are candidates to be evaluated on the ith pass. These attributes 
are examined and dismissed as candidates if they are found to violate the above conditions. 
As the the removal of one attribute 
conditions this step must be performed 
sets SiLR and SiRL are found. 
may C3.use another attribute to violate the above 
iteratively (taking the transitive closure) until stable 
--
An evaluator strategy closely related to the paSs-oriented stra.tegy IS one which ma.kes 
8weep8 over a semantic tree instead of passe:!. A sweep over a tree visits e3.ch node of the 
tree once in a depth-first manner, but not necessarily in a strictly left-to-right or right-to-
leit pattern. It may first visit the entire subtree rooted at Xk, then the subtree rooted at 
Xk_1' and finally the subtree rooted a.t Xk+ l' The reader is referred to til for a 
comparison of this strategy. to a pass-oriented one. 
Because pass-oriented evaluators visit every node in the tree during each pass they can be 
extremely inefficient. If we look back at the example of figure g, for example, we see that 
during the first pass over any semantic tree of the attribute grammar no attributes of nodes 
labeled B are evaluated. Similarly during the second pass no attributes of nodes labeled A 
are evaluated. As there can be an arbitra.ry number of these nodes in a semantic tree, the 
evaluator can consume much time performing vlSITk instructions which are not at all 
needed. This ineificient evaluation behavior was a prime motivation for the development of 
the evaluators to be discussed in the next two sections. In contrast to pass-oriented 
evaluators, tllese evaluators will only visit a node if doing so will cause it to evaluate at 
least one att:-ibute of that node. This will not necessarily result in an optima.l eva.luator but 
does guarantee a much more eificient one. 
Ii. UnIform EvaJuato~ 
Uniform evaluator3 (381, like p3.$5-oriented evaluator3, assign a. number to every attribute of 
the gr:unmar. As a. uniform evaluator is not restricted like the pass-oriented evaluator in 
making passe:s over the tree, this number no longer corresponcf., to a pass number but to a. 
uj"it number. Tha.t i5, if an inherited attribute X.a. ha.:s a. visit number ::::0 i, then 
immediately before the ith visit to the left-part production of an instance of X, X.a. must be 
evaluated. Similarly, if a. synthesized a.ttribute X.b ha.:s a. visit number = i, then before 
returning from the ith visit to the left-part production of an instance of X, X.b must be 
evaluated. "Bearing this in mind, we define the concept of a. protocol for a context-free 
symbol X. 
Let X be a nontermina.l symbol of an attribute grammar. Then a protocol :TX = 
"'(l)J .... :r(~i-l),:r{~i), ... ,:r(~Ilx) for X is a. sequence of set,s of attributes of X such that 
1. There exisits a.n even number of elements in the sequence. 
') Even elements of the sequence consist entirely of synthesized attributes, odd 
elements consist entirely of inherited attributes. 
3 . .4(X) = ~l) U ... u lr{2Ilx) 
4. Every set :r(i), i > 1, is non-empty. 
A protocol for X i5 ba.:sically jU5t an assignment of VISIt numbers to the attributes of 
X. Let "'X=- :r{l), ... ,:r{2i-l),:r{2i), ... ,:r(2nX) be a. protocol. The uniform evaluator will vi:sit 
a.ny instance of X in any semantic tree nX time:s. Before the ith visit it will eva.luate the 
inherited attributes of lI{2i-l) [henceforth referred to as "'~2i-l )1. Before returning from the 
ith visit it will evaluate the synthe:sized attributes of ;T~2i). nX is called the length of the 
protocol :TX' For every production [p: Xa ::= Xl ... ~pJ with X = Xo, the evaluator will 
have nX routines. one for ea.ch of the nX visits to X. The procedure associated with the ith 
visit to a production p will be c3.lIed prccp{i)' It must evaluate the synthesized attributes in 
:TXOC:!i). ¥lhat other instructions are in the procedure depends upon the dependencies of p 
and the protocols for Xl""'~P' This is best illustrated by an example. Let [p: Xo ::== 
Xl X21 be a production with dependencies as given in the graph Dp of figure 14 and let 
"'xo' :TXl' lTX2 be protocols for Xo, Xl' and X2 respectively. 
______ ,10 
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Figure 14: A Dp 1"'il'ph and protocol" lor X () Xl' and X 2 
The protocol for Xo ca.lls for the procedure procp(1) to evaluate Xo.b. (Xo.a, being an 
inherited attribute of the LHS node, would be evaluated before visiting Xo and a.ctivating 
this procedure). As this attribute is dependent upon Xi).j, the procedure must VISit Xi) 
evaluating the attributes in lI"X2(2) = {X2.j}. But the pro~ocol for X2 requires that ~.i b; 
evaluated before visiting X2 for the first time so this attribute must also be evaluated in 
proc (1)' This in turn requires that Xl be visited, X1·h be evaluated, and so forth. In this 
way p production dependencies and protocols for the context-free symbols of the production 
interact to determine the procedures of the evaluator. In this example we can determine 
that on the first visit to p the attributes { XI.e, ~ .g, X2.i, Xo.b } must be evaluated and 
on the second visit { X2.k, Xo.d } must be evaluated. In addition some of the RHS nodes 
must be visited in between evaluating these attributes according to protocol specifications. 
These considerations completely determine the (orm o( the procedures procp(l) and procp(Z)' 















In procp(l) we are guaranteed that after the execution of the CASEVISIT 11 instruction 
control Will transfer to some procedure procp'( 1) where pI: Y Q ::= Y I ... Y m with Y Q = 
Xl and in that procedure X1J will be eva1uated. This is because in constructing the 
procedure procp'(l) we make use of the same protocol 1rXI as we did in constructing the 
procedure proc p(l) and this protocol demands that XI.f (= Y Q.£) be evaluated on the 1st 
visit to its left-part production; the protocols guarantee that the procedures will lit together. 
The procedures of a uniform evaluator allow a single procedure to visit a node any 
number of times and in any order. Furthermore, a node will onlv be visited if such a visit 
will cause an attribute of the node to be evaluated. Contrast this to the procedures of a 
pass-oriented evaluator where a node is visited exactly once per procedure whether or not 
such 3. visit will cause an additional attribute evaluation. 
It is crucial to note that not any protocols for the nonterminals will allow us to create a 
uniform evaluator. To see why this is true, consider the previous example again, only 
substitute /XO = {c}, {d}, {a}, {b} in place of ;TXQ as the protocol (or Xa. On the first 
visit to p, this protocol requires that Xo.d be evaluated. Because of the dependencies in p 
and the semantics of the protocols, XZ.I and hence all of X2 's attributes must 30150 be 
evaluated during 
that Xa.a must 
eV3.luating Xa.d. 
this visit. As some of them are dependent upon Xa.a. this in turn means 
be evaluated before VlsltlOg this production and in particular. before 
But this violate3 the protocol ;r"XQ which calls for the evaluation o( Xo.d 
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before Xa.~! Hence from the protocols ./ XQ' "'Xl' and "'X2 it is not possible to create a 
uniform evaluator. A set of protocols (one for each nonterminal of the gnmmar) is said to 
be conJi"trnt iff a uniform evaluator can be built from them. Similarly a protocol {or a 
symbol X is said to be etm6i.!trnt if there exists some uniform evaluator using that protocol 
(or X. 
-
Assuming that a consistent set of protocols (or an attribute grammar has been found, it is 
an easy task to create the uniform evaluator (or it. The evaluator will consist of the start 
procedure procS and nX proc~dure!l (or each production (p: Xa ::=- Xl ... ~p] where nX is 
the length of the protocol for Xo. The procedure procs will contain just one CASEvtSITk 
instruction. Each procedure procp{i)' I ~ i ~ nX evaluates the synthesized attributes of 
Xo in lI'XO(2i) as well as other Inherited attributes of the right-part symbols. %ich 
inherited attributes of the right-part symbols are evaluated and which CASEvtSITk 
instructions are performed is determined by the dependencies of p and the other protocols of 
the production, as illustrated in the example above. Actually, the construction is slightly 
more complica.ted than that example would indicate. This is because the dependencies of p 
and the protocols for the symbols of p will often only indicate a partial order of evaluation 
of the attributes of p and to unambiguously construct the procedures of p a total order on 
the attributes is required. This complic3.tion is easily resolved by choosing any total order 
for the attributes o( p compatible with the partial order. This can best be illustrated by 
the following example: 
• ("-,.,C-HC-",Xo 
I & I \ I c I d I 
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Here the dependencies of p and the protocols lI'XQ,:rXl' and lI'X2 describe only a partial 
order on the attributes o( p. < Xo·a, XI,e, XI.f, Xo·b, Xo·c, XI·g, XI·h, X',!.i, ~.j, Xo.d> 
and <Xa.3.. XI·e, XI.f, ~.i, X',!.j, Xo.b, Xo·c, XI·g, XI.h, Xa.d>, (or example, are both 
total orders compatible with the partial order. On the first visit to this production either 
total order calls (or the procedure to evaluate XI.e, visit Xl' and evaluate Xo.b. On the 
second visit both must evaluate XI.g, visit Xl' and evaluate Xo.d. On one o{ these visits 
X',!.i must be evaluated and ~ visited. This must be done before evaluating Xo.d but 
exactly when (in either the first or second visit) makes no difference and does not 
significantly effect the evaluator. Hen::e thi!5 ambiguity can be resolved arbitrarily by 
choosing some total order compatible with the partial order and appropriately dividing it up 
into visit sequences. 
How are a consistent set o( protocols for the nonterminais of the grammar found? 
Unfortunately, Engelfreit and Fil~ show in [61 that finding these protocols, if they exist a.t 
all. is an :--;P-complete problem. That is, it is an Np-complete problem to determine if a.n 
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attribute grammar is in the class of uniform attribute grammar3 and if it is, it is just as hard 
to determine a. consistent set of protocols for the grammar. Still, for some subsets of this 
class a. consistent set of protocols can be found in polynomial time. The rest of this section 
will examine how this is done but first a a more precise method of determining the 
consistency of protocols needs to be formulated. 
For a.ny protocol ""X, one can form the protocol graph ex: = (V,E) where V = J~(X) &-ad 3 
a path from X.a to X.b iff X.a. E lTX<m) a.nd X.b E l!'x-{m+k) for some k > 08. A protocol 
graph is always acyclic since if there exists a path in Dx from X.a to X.b then the protocol 
""x specifies that X.a is to be evaluated before X.b. Given a protocol graph Dx it is always 
possible to reconstruct the protocol "X from which it was derived. Note that in Dx. for 
every inherited attribute I and synthesized attribute S either I b S or S ~ I. ~1oreover, 
these edges alone are sufficient to reconstruct the protocol associa.ted with this protocol 
graph. l:sing protocol graphs it is possible to formalize .when a set of protocols are 
consistent for a given a.ttribute grammar; the following theorem is proved in [61. 
Theorem 1: A set of protocols for an attribute grammar G is consistent iff for 
each production [p: Xo ::= Xl ... Xnpl in G, Dp[Dxo,···,5x:npJ is acylic, where Dxi 
is the protocol graph for Xi's protocol. 
Intuitively this is so is because an edge (Xj.a,Xk.b) in a graph Dp[c5xo"",Dxnpl means that 
for a.ny insta.nce of p in any semantic tree, the occurrence of Xj.a must be evaluated before 
the occurrence of Xk. b. If the edge is from the Dp graph then this requirement stems from 
the fact that Xk.b is dependent upon Xj.a. If the edge is from a. Dx graph then this 
requirement is due to the sema.ntics of the protocol. If the graph Dp[Dxo""'DxnpJ contains a 
circularity then this requirement states that some attribute X.a. must be evaluated before 
X.a., which is clearly not possible. If there are no circularities, however, then we can create 
a total order from the partial order given in Dp[Dxo, ... ,c5xnpJ. This total order, together with 
the protocols 1I"Xa, .... lI"Xnp will unambigu.ously determine the procedures procp(l), ... ,procp(m)' 
\Ve know that all these procedures wIll fit together as they all make use of the same 
protocols for the symbols of the grammar. 
In figure 15 we give the graphs Dp[c5xo'''xIIDx~J and Dp[o'xo'DxIIDx~J for the example of 
figure 14 above. The graph Dp['XO,6~(IISX21 contains a cycle since the protocols "'XO,lI"Xl' 
and Jl"X2 are not consistent. The graph Dp[8xo,6::G ,8x2J. however, is acyclic since the 
protocols 1I"XO,1I"XI' and 1I"X2 are consistent. 
The above theorem also suggests a method of computing consistent protocols for the 
nonterminals of an a.ttribute grammar. For each nonter-minal X cf the gra.mmar one starts 
with a graph GX ha.ving attributes of X as vertices a.nd no edges. Edges are added 
8According to this definition many different protocol graphs can be constructed for a. 
given protocol. All of these graphs, however, have the same transs"tive reducts"on graph. As 
this tra.nsitive reduction gnph is itself a protocol gra.ph (with the fewest possible number of 
edges), we shall take it to be the unique protocol gra.ph for a given protocol. 
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Figure 15: The IlCYcla'c graph Dp{8X()8Xl,5Xi lind the cyclic graph Dp[t X()5Xl,5Xi 
incrementally from X.a1 to X.~ if it is determined (by examining an. augmented dependency 
grapb) ~hat an instance of X.a1 must be evaluated before a.n instance of x.~ in some 
semantic tree using a uniform evaluaticn strategy. This process continues until no more 
edges can be added to any GX graph. At each step in the process, each GX graph can be 
considered a.s a rough draft of a protocol graph c>x. The reason it is only. a. rough draft 
a.nd not a.n a.ctual protocol graph is because it ma.y not ha.ve the property that for every 
inherited attribute I a.nd synthesized attribute 5 of X. either I ~ ,5 or 5 ~ l. Even upon 
termination when no more edges can be added to any GX graph, these graphs may still be 
only rough draits and not actual protocol graphs. However, if at termination oi this stage 
there exists 3n edge from X.a1 to X.~ then X.a1 must be evaluated before X.~ using a 
uniform evaluation strategy. Hence anv edge in a GX graph must exist in a consistent 
protocol graoh (or X. We shall refer to the {GX} graphs upon termination of this process 
as p~eudo-protocot graph". 
The iollowing two stage algorithm can be employed to find a consistent set of protocols 
for an AG (if one exists): first form the pseudo-protocol graphs {GX} a.s above, so that any 
edge from X.al to X.~ in one of these graphs means that any uniform evaluator for the 
grammar must evaluate X.a.1 before X.~. Check and see if these pseudo-protocol graphs 
are consistent- the a.ddition of these edges has not caused a circularity in an augmented 
dependency graph. If they are not consistent then the attribute grammar is not uniform. 
If they are consistent then stage two calls for ,EEmpteting these GX graphs into actual 
protocol graphs such that for every inherited attribute I and synthesized attribute 5 of X. 
either I ~ 5 or S ~ 1. The a.ddition of edges in stage two of the algorithm may also cause 
an inconsistency to arise in the augmented dependency graphs. 
5tage 1 uses the p"e<.ldo-protocol. creation rllgorithm [21] given in figure 16 which finds pseudo-
protocol gr3.phs {GX} (or each nonterminal X of the grammar, 30dding 30n edge to GX only 
if such an edge must exist in !!!!. consistent. protocol graph for X. It begins by creating the 
graph GX = (V,E) for each nonterminal X of the grammar, with V == A(X) and E = p. 
It then considers t.he various 30ugmented dependency graphs Dp[GXQ'GXl ..... GXnp] 30dding a.n 
edge (Xj.a.,Xj.b) to the graph GXi if 3 a path from Xi.a to Xi.b in Dp[GXQ,GXl, ... ,GXnpl 
and this edge is not already in GXi ' After all such edges have been added, each augmented 
dependency gr3.pn Dp[GXQ,GXl, ... ,GXnp] is examined. If anyone is cyclic then the 
algorithm halts; in such a. case the AG is not in the class of uniform attribute grammars. 
This algorithm was initi30lIy fonnulated by Kastens [::!1] a.s the computation or his IDS 
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relation. It is similar but nO.t equivalent to Kennedy and Warren's computation of lOX 
graphs which is presented in the next section. It can be implemented in terms of a 
transitive closure algorithm. 
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Figure 16: The PJeudo-protocol creation algorithm 
Assume this algorithm terminates returning the pseud<rprotocol graphs {GX }' If we look 
at these graphs, we may find that in the process of adding edges some of them have become 
actual protocol graphs whereas others remain only pseud<rprotocol graphs; i.e., they need to 
be completed further in order to be actua.l protocol graphs. In any case, for any resulting 
GX graph. if :: an edge (X.a,X.b) in this graph then any consistent protocol "'X for X must 
have X.a E :Tx1m) and X.b E :f~m+k) for some k > O. This is due to the fact that an 
edge (X.a,X.b) was added only if some production required X.a to be evaluated before X.b. 
(See [11, !:!9J). 
In the next figure we present an attribute grammar (giving the Dp graphs to describe 
dependencies instea.d of the semantic functions themselves) having 3 nonterminaIs S, A, a.nd 
B. We give the graphs G A and G B that a.re ~rmed by the pseud<rprotocol crea.tion 
algorithm. 
The graph GA is a protocol graph for A describing the protocol ;rA = {a},{b}.{c},{d} 
whereas GB is only a pseud<rprotocol graph and could still be completed into 3 different 
protocol graphs corresponding to 3 different protocols: :fB = {g},{h}.{e},{f}, iB = 
{e}.{f}.{g}.{h}, and ;'B = {e,g},{f,h}. The first of these is a consistent protocol for 
B. The last two, however, introduce a cycle in the augmented dependency graph for Dp ; 
i.e .. the graphs Dpt!0A,oA.o'aJ and Dpt!0A,5A,o"B] are cyclic, where 0A is the graph GA, 7B 
is the protocol graph formed from the protocol :I B' and I' B is the protocol graph formed 
from the protocol ;r"B' The graph DpdoA,oA,o"aJ is given below in figure 18. 
The application of the pseud<rprotocol creation algorithm completes the first stage in 
finding a consistent set of protocols for the AG. After this step it may have determined 
that the grammar is not in the class of uniform attribute grammars. If this is not the case, 
th:!n a collec~jon of pseud<rprotocol gra.phs have been (ound which contain edges essential to 
~ set of consistent protocols for the grammar. The second stage of the strategy is 
Po: S ::- A. 
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Figure 17: Pu'Udo-protocol graph" formed by the a.lgor1'thm 0/ figure 16 
Figure 18: 
concerned with further completing the {GX} pseudo-protocol graphs so that each graph 
becomes a.n a.ctual protocol graph instead of a pseudo one and such that the resulting 
graphs make up a. consistent set of protocols for the attribute grammar, In general, as 
stated earlier, this is an intractable problem. Instead an algorithm is chosen which 
completes the gra.phs according to some heuristic H. On a.pplying heuristic H to the pgeudo-
protocol graphs {GX} a set of actual protocol graphs {ex} for the grammar is obtained. If 
these graphs determine a consistent set of protocols (which can be checked by examining 
whether or not the augmented dependency graphs are cyclic or not) then a uniform 
evaluator can be built based upon them. If they are found not to be consistent, however, 
then these cannot serve as the basis of a. uniform evaluator, We cannot be sure (without 
exhaustive search) whether there is 80rne way to complete the graphs to a. consistent set or 
whether the grammar is not in the class of uniform attribute grammars. We could attempt 
to use a different heuristic HI to complete the graphs and once again check the resulting 
protocols for consistency. A better suggestion is to build a. multi-protocol evaluator (as 
described in the next section) instead. Figure 19 gives an AG which 'passes' the pseudo-
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protocol crea.tion algorithm test; i.e., all the dependency graphs augmented by the pseudo-
protocol gr~phs are a.cyclic yet this AG is not in the class of uniiorm attribute grammars. 
In particular, the dependencies of PI indicate that stmt.a must be evaluated before ~t.C 
but the dependencies of P2 indicate that stmt.c must be evaluated before stmt.a.. Hence a 
consistent protocol for stmt cannot be formed even though the dependency graphs 
augmented by the pseudo-protocol graphs are all acyclic. This attribute grammar would 
pass the first stage but fail in the second stage no matter which heuristic was used to 
complete the pseudo-protocol graphs. Any uniform attribute grammar would pass the first 
stage but would pass or fail the second stage depending upon which heuristic was used to 
complete the graphs. 
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Figure 19: An attribute grammar not evaluable by a uniform 3trategy 
Several heuristics for completing the pseudo-protQcol graphs into actual protocol graphs 
have been discussed in the literature [9, 111. Here we describe a heuristic similar to the one 
devised by K3.Stens [21). It follows a greedy strategy in that it completes the pseudo-protocol 
graphs so 3.S to make as small a protocol as possible 7 and to evaluate attributes as early in 
the protocol as possible. Given the graph GX' we define T 1 = {i liE J(X) I ~ edge (v,i) 
1n GX}' T 1 contains those vertices of GX corresponding to inherited attributes of X which 
have no entering arcs. Given the sets T 1 , ... ,Tj_1 we create the set T j in the following way: 
T::!j = {s I s E S(X)I s f T h, h < 2j I if 3 an edge (v.s) in GX then v E T k• k < 2j} 
TZi+1 = {i liE J(X) I i f T h • h < 2j+1 I if 3 an edge (v,i) in GX then v E T k, k < 
2j+lj 
T::!j are those vertices s of GX corresponding to synthesized attributes of X such that ii 3 
j By making p = p(I),oo.,p(n_J as small as possible we mean making the length n of the 
protocol 3.S smait as possible. This is advanta.geous for several re3.Sons. Most imp&tantly, 
the smaller PX is, the fewer vlSIT k instructions required to nodes labeled X in the tree. 
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3n edge (v,s) entering s, then v is in an dq"e:u-lier" set T k• T 2i+ 1 has a simi I&!' 
interpetation for the inherited attributes of X. Note that if there is a path from v to w in 
GX then v E Th and w E Th+k for some k > O. We create the non-empty sets T1,···,T m 
in this way forming a partition of the attributes of X. The protocol completion strate&), 
calls for introducing an edge (v,w) in GX between every 2 vertices v and w such that v E 
T· and w E T j+ 1. This heuristic certainly completes the pseud~protocol graphs into actual 
p;otocol grapo., as after adding these arc!!, either I b S or S b I for each inherit.ed 
attribute I and synthesized attribute S of X. Figure 20 give!! a pseudc>-protocol graph :LZld, 
the protocol graph obtained by using this protocol completion strategy. It i!! not hard to 
see that this heuristic will not always result in the creation of 3. cOIlSistent protocol. For 
example, this heuristic would complete the pseud~protocol graph GB of figure 17 into t.he 
protocol graph I' B corresponding to the protocol ,I' B' We already saw that this protocol is 
not consistent (see figure 18) even though there are ways to complete GB into a protocol 
gra.ph corresponding to a consistent protocol for B. 
I rr: c ( ~, 
.Iblclcil.ltl 
, (;1\:;; q 'G( I 
rho protocol rrap~ eorr •• pondi~ 
t.4 the prot.4col 
(a •• ). (b,t). (c), (d) 
Figure 20: A protocol graph obtained from a p8e'.ldo-protocol graph u4ing the greedy 4trate1!l 
Kasten's heuristic [211 is similar to the one given here except that he forms protocols in 
the reverse direction; he first creates a set T m of those synthesized attributes s such that ~ 
a.n edge (s,v) in GX' He then creates the set T m_l o( those inherited a.ttributes i such tha.t 
i( 3 the edge (i. v) in GX then VET m' He continues in this fashion to form the sets 
T l' .... T m a.nd then complete!! the pseudc>-protocol-.graphs based on these sets as .we did 
3bove. If the resulting set of protocols turns out to be consistent, the attribute grammar is 
said to be an ordt:red attribute grammar. For the pseud~protocol graph given in figure 
20 Kasten's strategy would compute the protocol {a},{b},{c,e},{d,f}. Contrast this protocol 
to the one produced by the greedy strategy given above (see figure 20). It is easy to 
construct grammars (or which the greedy strategy would find a consistent set of protocols 
but Kasten's strategy would not and vice versa.. Both heuristics have the desireable 
property o( producing protocols which are as small as possible8. 
It i!! not hard to see that a pass-oriented evaluator is just a. special case of a uniiorm 
evaluator. Given a k-pa.ss evaluator for an AG, we can easily construct a consistent set of 
protocol!! for the grammar. To ea.ch nontermin3.1 X we assign the protocol: {X.i E l1X) I 
PN(X.i) = I}, {X.s E s(X) I PN(X.s) = l}, {X.i E 1(X) I PN(Xi) = 2}, {Xs E s(X) I 
8This does not mean that the resulting evaluator will be ootimal as the ol?timal evaluator 
may not be uniform at all. It does mea.n tha.t the resulting evaluator WIll be the most 
e{ficient uniform evalua.tor which can be constructed for the attribute grammar. 
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P:'-I(X.s) = 2}, ... , {X.i E .~X} I PN(X.i) = k}, {X.s E seX) I PN(X.s) = k}9. This set will 
be consistent or we would not have been able to build the pass-oriented evaluator for the 
attribute grammar. Not only are uniiorm evaluators more ef£icient than pass-oriented 
evaluators, they can be built for a larger class of attribute grammars. For example, the 
reader should have no problem in recognizing {"'S = p,{transla.tion}, "'list = {inhatt}, 
{synatt}} as a consistent set of protocols for the attribute grammar of figure 10. Thus 
although we cannot construct a. pass-oriented evaluator for that grammar, we can construct 
a. uniform evaluator for it. 
9This may not be a. protocol in the strict sense of the definition as some of these sets 
may be empty. This can be corrected by deleting any set other than the first which is 
empty. 
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o. Multl.protocol Evaluators 
In the construction of a uniform eyaluator given in the last section, a. set of pseudo-
protocol gra.phs were obtained, one for each nonterminal grammar symbol. Each of these 
graphs was then used a.s a model from· which to build a unique protocol for each 
nonterminal. The construction of a multi-protocol evaluator proceeds along similar lines. 
Initially a set of model graphs is formed, one for each Ilollterminal grammar symbol. 
However, instead of using these graphs to form a unique protocol for each Ilollterminal, they 
will be used to form a ,Jet of protocols (or each Ilontermina.1. From this fa.mily of protocol 
sets the procedures of the multi-protocol evaluator will be built in a manner analogous to 
the construction of the procedures of the uniform evaluator. 
The evaluator presented in this section follows, to a. large degree, the 8ub-prot~col l!1Jo+uator 
of Fa.rrow [9]. It has many aspects in common with the tree-walk /!Valuator of Kennedy and 
Warren· [231 and the direct /!Valuator of Nielson [28]. We have chosen Farrow's paradigm as 
it is a natural extension of the uniform eyaluator of the last section. 
We begin by showing how to form the model graphs of the multi-protocol evaluator. For 
·each nonterminal X, a graph called lOX is formed 10. This graph has only edges from 
inherited attributes to synthesized a.ttributes. If in any semantic tree 3 a node N labeled X 
with the synthesized attribute N.s dependent upon the inherited a.ttribute N.i then there will 
be an edge (i,s) in lOX' The converse i5 not true however: there may exist an edge (i,s) in 
roX even though there does not exist a. subtree with a node N labeled X and with N.s 
dependent upon N.i. The lOX clo.!ure algorithm which finds the set of lOX graphs for an 
attribute grammar is given in Figure 21. 
'or ucll 11011t.eMlill&l X crnt.e the (npla lOx • (V.D 'llere V • A 00 ud t •• ; 
nilt loll. -dct C&ll be &4dtd to '0" (npll lOx do 
SeCill 
Choo._ & productioll [p: Xo ::- Xl .•. ~pl of th_ rr~&r; 
11 3 .. ,&tll fro. ~.& to Xo.b ill DpCIDxl'" .• IDxnpl ud CXo ... ~.b) 11 AOt in IDxo 
neD &dd t.lIe 'dc' CS&.~.II) to IOxo: 
t.D4; 
If tor &llY product10a p of tll. rraaaar the (rapll Dp(IOxl •..•• IDxnpl co.t.~ & eyel. 
neD tltU"corr~&J' 11 :lOt .Nubh by .. ault1-protoC1:l1 enlutor") 
!l.e r.tur:COtll. rrapha:" {lOx> '~&T' lIee. cO'put.d·); 
Figure 21: The lOX cTOsure algorithm 
Note the simil3.rity between the pseudo-protocol creation algorithm of the last section and 
lOIOy gra.phs were first introduced by Knuth [241 and suhsequentially used by Kennedy 
and W<O-ren 123], who ga.ve them the name 10 gra{'hs. 10 stands for inout-output as the 
graph shows the dependencies between inform:ftion mput into a. subtree reoted at a node 
labeled X and information output from the subtree. The information enters via the 
inherited attributes of the root and lea.ves via the synthesized a.ttributes oi the root. 
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the lOX closure algorithm. In fact, for a.ny n.onterminal X, the graph lOX is a subgraph of 
the pseudo-protocol graph GX created by the pseudo-protocol creation algorithm. i\ny edge 
in lOX certainly exists in GX but not every edge in GX exists in lOX- The main difference 
between the algorithms is that the lOX closure algorithm only adds edges to the graph 
roXO and not to graphs rOXil i > 0, when paths are found in Dp[IOXl .... ,IOXno] while the 
pseudo-protocol creation algorithm adds edges to any GXi graph. Note that because the 
grammar is in Bochmann Normal Form, any path in Dp[IOXll""I0Xnpl from Xo.a to Xo.b 
will be from an inherited to a. synthesized attribute of Xo. 
If for every production p in the attribute' grammar the graph Dp[IOXl"",I0Xnpl is acyclic , 
then the grammar is called abaolutely non-circular (ANC) [23]. A multi-protocol evaluator can 
be constructed for any ANC attribute grammar. Hence if we intend to build a. uniform 
evaluator but find that in the last step of completing the pseudo-protocol graphs we do not 
end up with a consistent set of protocols we can still construct a multi-protocol evaluator 
for the grammarll. 
Given a.n A~C attribute grammar, using the set of lOX graphs a Jet of protocoi3 ITX is 
constructed for ea.ch nonterminal X, except for the start symbol S which will have only one 
protocol associated with it: This set of protocols will be such that for each production 
[p: Xo ::= Xl ... ~pl of the grammar, for each protocol 1!'XO E IlXOI 3 protocols ;TXl E 
IlXl ... ·.1!'np E IlXnp such that Dp[OxOICxl' "'1 Oxnpl is acyclic, where 8:xi is the protocol 
graph corresponding to 1!'Xi' Let IT = {llX I X a nonterminal of the grammar} be a family 
of protocol sets obeying the above property. Then IT is said to be a con"i"tent family of 
protocol sets. Just as a. uniform evaluator can be built for any consistent set of protocols, a 
multi-protocol evaluator can be built for any consistent family of protocol sets. 
Given a family of consistent protocol sets the multi-protocol evaluator can be built in a 
fashion similar to the way the uniform evaluator was built. The main difference is tha.t in 
the uniforr;n evalua.tor one set of procedures was constructed for a production p based on 
the unigue protocols for Xo""'~p' whereas in the multi-protocol evaluator a set of 
procedures is created for each protocol of Xo. That is, for each 1!'XO in IlXO a set of 
procedures is built based On th.e protocols 1!'Xl E IlXl .... ,1!'Xnp E llXnp such that 
Dp[5x01"xl 1 "'1 Oxnl?] is acyclic. These procedures will be similar to the procedures of the 
uniiorm evaluator WIth the exception of some additional bookeeping to keep track of which 
llRecall that our algorithm for finding a consistent set of protocols for an attribute 
grammar consists of two stages: we first build pseudo-protocol graphs ior the nonterminals 
and check whether the augmented dependency graphs are acvclic. If so, we oroceed by 
attempting to complete the pseudo-protocol graphs into a consistent set of actual protocols. 
Ir we were successiul in stage 1, i.e., all the dependency graphs augmented by the pseudo-
protocol graphs were acyclic , then we caD always build a multi-protocol evaluator as these 
graphs being acyclic implies that the attribute grammar is ANC. But even if we failed at 
stage I, i.e" some Dp[GXo,GY11,,,,GYn ... l graph is cyclic! the gr~mr;nar may still be AN.C 
and we could create a; lnun1-protottlf evaluator for It. ThIS IS because a cycle In 
Dp(GXO,GXl"",GX J does not. necessarily mean that Dp[IOX1'''',I0Xn J will contain a 
cyc1e:' • np • . p 
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protocol i~ being used for each nonterminal. So, for example, 3. CASEVISITk statement now 
takes on the' (ollowing form: 
C~ .. !.J' procl!u:~10. ot ~ • P1: VISIrk &Ad call ProC:pHi) [:r] ; 
P2: V:SITk &Ad call Procp2 (i) (:r]; 
Here procp(i)[;r] is a. procedure to visit production p for the ith time, using 1r as a protocol 
(or Xk. Ir is not a parameter to the procedure but Dart o( the Drocedure name. Unlik!.. the 
uniform evaluator where there Wa.:5 only one procedure procp(i) corresponding to the ith visit 
to a.n instance of p in a. semantic tree, in the multi-protocol evaluator there may be h 
procedures procp(i)["lJ, ... , procp(i)["h] each corresponding to the ith visit to an instance of 
p. Which of the procedures is used depends upon which of the h possible protocols is being 
Ilsed for the node labeled Xk. It does not require any extra overhead during run-time, 
however, to determine which one to use; that is determined by the calling procedure. This 
can best be demonstrated by an example. Figure 22 gives the sets of protocols for the 
nontermina.ls of the attribute grammar presented in figure 19. Although this attribute 
grammar is not '3. uniform attribute grammar it is a multi-protocol attribute grammar. 
Figure 23 presents the procedures of the multi-protocol evaluator built for it. In addition to 
the procedures procS and procpO there exists 2 sets of procedures for each of the 
productions PI' Pz and P3' For example, since PI has the symbol seme as its LHS, we need 
one set of procedures for PI using "stmt as the protocol (or stmta and one set using ; stmt 
as the protocol for semtO' The set of procedures using "'stme as the protocol for stmto, 
namely procpl(l){"semt] and procp l(Z){1I'stmt]' uses II'stmt as the protocol for stmt l and 
'!stmt 3.S the protocol for stmtz since these protocols cause the augmented dependency graph 
to be a.cyclic; should Irsemt be used as protocols (or both stmt l and stmtz the augmented 
dependency graph would contain a cycle. Similarly the set of procedures for PI using I stmt 
as the protocol (or semtO' namely procpl(l)[:r'stmt] and procpl(2){:r'stmtJ, uses I stmt a.s the 
protocol for stmt1 and Irstmt as the protocol for stmtz since these protocols cause the 
augmented dependency graph to be a.cyclic; should 1r"stmt be used as protocols (or both 
stmt l and stmtz the augmented dependency graph would contain a cycle. Due to space 
considerations, figure 23 does not give the procedures (or production PZ' 
11S2 { Irs S •• {tr~.} } 
11.tat • { ~.tat· {a}.{b}.{c}.{d}. ~.tat • {c}.{d}.{a}.(b} } 
Figure 22: Set/J 01 protocol" lor the /Jymboi" 01 the attribute grammar o/Iigure HI 
At this point it may be beneficial (or the reader to trace the execution of the evaluator on 
a typic3.1 semantic tree for this a.ttribute gra.mmar. Figure 24 gives such a. tree. In this 
figure we have la.beled each nonterminal node by the protocol tha.t would be (automatically) 
used by the evaluator to evaluate the attributes of that node. Evaluation oC the tree would 
begin by calling procS{"S]' This procedure would in turn C3.11 procpO' This first evaluates 
N2.a, then visits NZ's LP production invo!ing the procedure procpl(I)[:rstmJ (indica.ting tha.t 
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procS [11' 5] 
a 'rill 
procpO 
Ca.. LP prod~ctioa of S ~ PO: VISIT,tat &lid call procpO; 
'lid; 
!I"u 
£VAL.tat . & 
C .. , LP productioll ot .tat • P1: VISIT. tat &lid call .procp1(1)[~.tat]; 
P2: VISIT.tat LDd call Procp2 Cl) [1I'.tat]; 
C ••• LP prod~ctioa ot .tat • PI: VISIT.tat LDd call procpI (2) [1r. tat]; 
P2: VISIT.tat LDd call procp2 (2) [1I',tat]; 
~ALs.tru.; 
P3: VISIT. tat LDd call ProcpJ(2) [1r. tat]; 
tlld; 
proc p1 (1)[1I',tat] 2 procp1(2)[~ltat] 
!I"ill 
£VAL.~at 1 . L; 
CLI' LP productioll ot Itat1 • PI: VISIT' tatl &Ad call procp1 (1) [1I'.tat]; 
£VAL.tat2·c; 
CL •• LP prod~ctioll ot 
£VALltato·!I 
'lid; 
P2: VISIT. tatl &lid call proc p2 (1)[1I'.tat]; 
P3: VISIT. tat1 &lid call procp3 (1) [1I'.tat]; 
.tat2 • PI: VISIT. tat2 &lid call prOCpI(1)[~.tat]; 
P2: VISIT. tat2 &lid call prOCp2(1)[~.tat]; 
P3: VISiT. tat2 &lid call prOCp3(1)[~ltat]; 
procpI (2)[1I'.tat] • procpI (1) [~Itat] 
EVAL. tat2 ·&; 
C •• , LP product1oa ot .tat2 • PI: VISIT. tat2 &lid call proCpl(2)[~.tat]; 
P2: VISIT.tat2 LIId call prOCp2(2)[~.tat]; 
£VALltatl' c; 
P3: VISIT. tat2 LIId call prOCp3(2)[~.tat]; 
c ••• LP product1oa ot .tat1 • PI: VISIT' tat1 &lid call procpI (2) [1I'.tat]; 
P2: VISIT.tatl LIId cLll procp2 (2) [1I'.tat]; 
P3: VISIT. tat1 &lid call procpJ(2) [1I'.tat]: 
tlld: 
procp3CI)[1r.tat] • procp3 (2) ["".tat] 
bt,b 
EVAL. tat . ) 
'lid: 




/t .tat ::-.. ./ 




Figure 24: A Jtmantic tree /or the attribute grammar a//igure 19 
N2's LP production is PI' that N2 is associated with the protocol lI'stmt and that N2 is 
being visited for the first time). Upon returning from this visit N2.c is evaluated; since 
N2'3 protocol i3 lI'stmt we know that N2.b WM evalua.ted during the visit. Next N2 is 
visited for the second time invoking the procedure procpl(:n[lI'stmJ. Upon returning from 
this visit we know that ~2.d hM been evaluated and that Nl.trans can be evaluated. We 
se"e that although the evaluator never explicitly gave N2 the protocol lI'stmt this assignment 
is implicit in the procedure procpO' It the reader continues the simulation of the evaluator 
a.s it visits the other nodes in the tree, he will see that multi-protocol evaluator always 
implicitly a.ssigns to a node a. protocol by choo3ing the appropriate procedure calls. 
Note that several different procedures (procedures for the 3ame production but using 
diHerent protocols (or the nonterminals) can have the same code. procp1(2)[;Tstmt] and 
procp l( I )l,(stmt]' (or example, ha.ve the ~ame one instruction: EV ALstmt. b' the procedure 
procpl(:!)I"'stmJ corresponds to the second visit to a production-instance of PI where the 
LHS node stmt has the protocol "'stmt. The procedure procPl(I)I,(stmtl corresponds to the 
first visit to a. production-instance of PI where the LHS node stmt ha.s the protocol :lstmto 
Nonethele5:5 thi!! procedure needs to be written only once; during compiler construction time 
the compiler generator needs to notice that two or more procedure3 a.re the same and to 
eliminate duplicates. This can significantly reduce the amount of code needed for the 
evaluator12. 
12Th" d f IS I ea a 
Farrow [9]. We 
procedures to be 
technique- such a.s 
eliminating duplicate procedures which have the same code is due to 
actually have" generalized his technique 30mewhat. We a.llow more 
eliminated, but (or this to be done we need a. more complicated 
a.ctually checking the procedures"Thr equivalent code. 
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How ma.ny procedures are required by the multi-protocol evaluator? The uniform 
eva.luator required construction of nXO procedures for each production 
(p: Xc ::= Xl ... ~p], where nXO is the length of the protocol for Xc. A multi-protocol 
. h . (1 ') h 
eva.luator reqUlres t e constructIon 0 n XO + n~XO + ... +- n XO procedures. for each 
production p. where ilXO = {;rlXO, ... ,;rhXO} are the set of protocols for Xc and nlXO is the 
length of ;rIXO' Since the number of protocols per nonterminal can be exponential in the 
number of attributes of the symbol [91, this can result in an extremely large evaluator. 
Fortunately this is only in the worst case. If, for instance, a multi-protocol evaluator for 
the attribute grammar ca.n be built by assigning a 8ingldon set of protocols to every 
nonterminal except one, to whom a set containing 2 protocols must be assigned, then the 
resulting multi-protocol evaluator constructed will "be only slightly larger than the uniform 
evaluator would have been. Furthermore, as illustra.ted in the last example, many of the 
procedures constructed have the same code and can be shared. For these reasons it seems 
probable that the size of a multi-protocol evaluator constructed for an attribute grammar 
will be on the same order as a. uniform evaluator would have been (had we been able to 
construct one for the attribute grammar). 
\Ve have seen how to construct a multi-protocol evaluator given 3. consistent family of 
protocol sets. But how do we initially find such a. set? In figure ~5 we give the protocol 
clo"ure algorithm which, given an ANC attribute grammar, finds a set of protocols (or each 
nonterminal so that the multi-protocol evaluator can be built. Here we shall not concentrate 
on finding a. .!mall set o( protocols for each nonterminal, although this is obviously desireable 
in order to build as small an evaluator as possible. The interested reader should consult [91 
which presents heuristics for this purpose. The protocol closure algorithm starts with a 
unique protocol for the start symbol S. A.s S has no inherited attributes, this protocol is 
simply :TS = p,{synthesized attributes o( S}. It then generates protocol sets (or all of the 
nonterminals of the attribute grammar. The protocol closure algorithm will terminate as 
there are only a finite number of possible protocols for a. given nonterminal. It will always 
be able to find a set of protocols such that· Dp["xO,c5~(l' ... , "xnpl is acyclic because the 
grammar is ANC. (See [28, 291). 
The protocol closure algorithm uses the function COMPUTE_PB-0TOCOLS given In 
figure 25. This function can be viewed a.s a heuristic for completing protocols (see end of 
section 5). Given the dependency graph Dp, the lOX graphs for Xl""'~p' and a protocol 
for Xc, it completes the model lOX gra.phs to form protocols for Xl'''''~p' It does so by 
determining which attributes will be evaluated and which children visited on each visit to 
the production, based on the protocol (or Xo. From the resultant protocols ""1""'''" n 
together with ;rO' a set of procedures for the multi-protocol evaluator can be constructed; 
i.e., the graph Dp ["xo' "xl , ... , Oxnpl IS acyclic. The function 
READY _ TO_EVALUATE_INH(W,G,j) used by the function COMPUTE_PROTOCOLS 
ta.kes a set of already evaluated attributes W, an augmented dependency gra.ph G, and a 
subscript j. It returns the set {att E J(Xj ) - W I ~r each arc (w, att) in G, w E W}; i.e., 
~hcse inhe:ited attributes of Xj which can be eva.luated immediately as all of the attributes 
it depends upon are in the set "\V of already evaluated attributes. The {unction 
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Let ~s • '.<.rmta •• is.o .ttr1b,t •• of S}: 
ror I.e. nont.raiAal X _ S l.t I1X .' •• nd1or; 
.. put ut.il llO .ar. prot.ocob lIud to b, add,d 
ror .~a prod'ctioa [,: Xo ::- Xl .•• ~pl 
'or ,~. prot.ocol ~xe E fIxe 
i1' 1 ..... if lip ::- CDV!JT!:_PIlO~CDJ. ;rXO' IOxl .. ••• lDxap>; 
,- Dp[6Xo.OX1' .... ~pl 1. &cyclic -, 
'or 1 E [1 •. 1I,l 





Figure 25: The protocol d08ure algorithm 
READY _ TO _ EVALUATE _ 5YN(W,G,j) similarly returns those synthesized a.ttributes of Xj 
which can be evaluated immediately. The (unction, HAS _NON _EMPTY _ YIELD(W,G) 
returns a 3d of right-part context-free symbols {Xk ·, k > 0 , 3 synthesized attribute ~.att 
E S(Xk) W, for each arc (w,Xk.att) in G, either w E W or w E 
READY _ TO _ EVALUATE _ INH(W,Dp[OxO,IOX1 , ... ,IOxn ])}; i.e., those right-part symbols 
which would yield newly evalua.ted synthesized attributes by evaluating any or their inherited 
attributes ready to be evaluated and then visiting their subtrees. 50 if Xk E 
HAS_NON_E~1PTY _ YIELD(W,G) then we know that after evaluating the inherited 
attributes o( Xk which are ready to be evaluated immediately, we can visit Xk and during 
that visit eV3.luate some synthesized attribute of Xk which h~ not yet been evaluated. The 
protocol closure algorithm and the COMPUTE PROTOCOLS function a.re based on 3. 
simila.r construction in [28. 291. They also have features in common with the Kennedy-
Warren ?fanning Algorithm [231. 
Notice the nondeterminism in the function COMPUTE PROTOCOLS. On each step 
through the 'W11ILE loop the set HAS_NON_EMPTY _ YIELD(W,Dp("xa,IOx1, ... ,I0XnpD is 
computed. This is a. set of RHS nodes Xi' 1 ~ i ~ np, such that if Xk is in this set then 
Xk can be visited a.llowing at. least one ~ynthesized attribute to be evaluated (we say that 
the visit yield., an attribute). The function arbitrarily chooses one of these nodes to visit 
and then recomputes the set. This continues until no more possible visits can be made; i.e., 
until there does not exist a. node which will yield an attribute by visiting it. Depending 
upon how this nondeterminism is implemented different protocols may result (or the children 
Xl' .... ~p. It is desireable to restrict this nondetermism so that the protocols produced are 
a.s small a.s possible. In the appendix it is shown, however,. tha.t prodt"cing the set of 
protocols (or Xl' .... ~p (given the protocol "xo and the graphs IOX1, ... ,I0Xnp) such that 
their total length is minimal is an NP-complete problem. 
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tuc COlfP\JrE _ PlIDTOCOLS (Dp; a d.pudlllCJ ,np.. II' xo; a protocol tor :ca. IO;(1 •...• IOX:!p; IOx vapha 
tor RHS nont.rainal.); 
/. ror •• protocol. tor the RHS nont,rain.l. ot p by co.pl,tin( th, IOx ,raph. b ... d on the protocol II'XO ./ 
a"in 
L.t 6xo be the protocol ,raph tor II'XO • 1I'(1) ••. 1I'(2-xo): 
I ;;s .: 
ror J ;;s 1 to ~ do ~J ;;s ,.pty .,~u'nc.; .ndlor: 
10r 1 ;;- 1 to Axo do 
, ::- , U ;TXOC21-l); 
Ibih HAS_IOI_rJlPTY_'1'I!l.DCI.Op[6xo.10x1 ..... IDxnp]) 'I.' do 
Choo .. "orne Xj E HAS _101 _rJlPTY _ Y!!l.DCI.Op[t\o. IOxl ... •• IDxnp]): 
I J :: - RlADY _ TO _tvWlArE_ IIH CI.Dp[6xo' lOx1" •.• IDxnp] , J); 
I::2 1UIJ; 
SJ ::s REAllY _ TO_tvWJATt:_SYlCI,Dp[Oxo,IOxl'" .,IDxnp]): 
;TJ ::s :l'j,Sj: 
'::·'USj ; 
Indlbll.; 





Although the multi-protocol evaluator outlined in this se'ction is based on the ideas in [9], 
it is verJ similar to the tree-walk e''JaLuator or Kennedy and Warren [::?3J and the direct 
evaluator of Nielson [::?8J. A comparison of these evaluators is presented in [91. A different 
interesting a.pproach, based on an algebraic formulation of attr:bute grammars I:!, 4], C3.n be 
found in [I g, ::?::?j. These evaluators are not really tree-walk eV3.lu3.tors; their underlying 
scheme is to build one recursive function per synthesized attribute. In this way they avoid 
construction of protocols and the need for flags (as found in the Kennedy-Warren evaluator). 
Although multi-protocol evaluators can be built for a large class of attribute grammars, if 
an evaluator for a attribute grammar which is not ANC is required then we must go 
beyond static evaluators and build a dynamic evaluator. We need to use rr.ore run-time 
information than the static evaluator allows. Assume, for example, th3.t we have a attribute 
grammar which is not ANC. Then there is some production p such that Dp[IOX1, ... ,I0Xnpl 
is cyclic. Assuming that. the grammar is actually well defined, this circularity must be due 
to a 3puriou3 edge. That is, there are 2 edges (Xk.a,Xk.b) and (Xk.c,Xk.d) along the cycle 
in Dp[IOXI, ... ,IOXnp] such that one will appear in some subtree rooted at a node labeled 
Xk and the other will appear in a di//ertmt subtree rooted at a. node labeled Xk but they 
will never a.ppear in the same subtree. In order to know in which order to visit the 
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children one must know which edge is spurioU!!. A static evaluator cannot deal with this 
situa.tion: the only information it can use when at an instance of a production p is whit:h 
productions apply at its children. This information is not sufficient to detect which edge is 
spurious and hence cannot determine in what order to visit the children nodes. A dynamic 
evalua.tor, however. can use an arbitrary amount of knowlege concerning the semantic tree. 
It could. for example, make a prepas:s over the tree passing information to each node on the 
nature of its subtree. Th~ rort of information is sufficient to evaluate any semantic tree 
for 3.ny well-formed AG. Many dynamic evaluator:! have been formulated [3, 23, 281. 
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1. Conduslon 
In this paper we have developed the notion of .static tree-walk evaluator". These evaluators 
represent an important subclass of all tree-walk evaluator strategies. We presented three 
types oi static evaluators: pass-oriented, uniform and multi-protocol evaluators. Pass-oriented 
evaluators evaluate semantic trees by traversing each tree a fixed number of times in right-
t<rleft or left-t<rright depth-first passes. They are e~y to construct and reasonably small. 
They have two significant weaknesses however. First of all, a pass-oriented strategy can be 
very inefficient in its evaluation of semantic trees. Secondly, many attribute grammars 
cannot be evaluated by such a strategy. Uniform evaluators do significantly better in both 
of these areas: as they only visit a node in order to evaluate an attribute they are much 
more efficient in their eva.luation of semantic trees. Also, they can be constructed for a 
larger subset of well-defined attribute grammars. But uniform evaluators have a weak point 
as well: in general it is too hard (Np-complete) to construct such an evaluator for every 
attribute gra.mmar which could have one constructed for it. ~fost compiler generators b~ed 
on a uniiorm evaluation strategy will therefore only construct evaluators for a subset of all 
uniform attribute grammars. ~fulti-protocol evaluators are not as restricted as uniform ones: . 
ior any absolutely non-circular AG a multi-protocol evaluator can be built. ~foreover, this 
evaluator evaluates semantic trees as efficiently as the uniform evaluator, only visiting a 
node of a tree if doing so would result in the evaluation oi an attribute of the node. 
Unfortunately, in the worst c~e the resultant evaluator can be exponentially large. 
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In this 3.ppendix we show that two related problems are NP-Complete. The first concerns 
finding minimal length protocol.s, the second concerns optimal time evaluation of semantic 
trees. 
Given a production [p: Xo :::. Xl ... ~pJ and an a.ugmented dependency graph 
Dp[8xo,lOXl' ... ,I0XnpJ the algorithm of figure 26 computes valid protocols for the symbols 
of Xl'.'.'~P' By valid protocols we mean protocols whose graph!! 8xl"'.'Oxnp are such that 
the graph Dp[8xo,8xl' ... , OxnpJ 15 acyclic and such that every edge in 
Dp[8xo,lOXl'.· . .10XnpJ is in Dp[8xo,c5xl' ... , OxnpJ. It would be desireable·to create these 
protocols such that their total lmgth. length (i.e., nXl + nX2 + ... + nXnp) is as small as 
possible; a smaller total length means tha.t less visit.s to children need to made for any such 
production-instance in a semantic tree and this would lead to more efficient evaluators. 
Theorem 2: Given an augmente'i dependency graph Dp[c5xo,I0Xl' .... I0XnoJ and 
an integer k finding whether ~here exists valid protocols ;TXl' .... ;TXnp for the 
grammar symbols .Xl'·· .. ~p havlllg lengths nXl.· .. '!lXnp such that nXl + aX2 + 
... + DXnp $ k IS NP-complete. 
Proof: Certainly the problem IS in NP. Guess valid protocols ;TXl, ... ,;TXnD (or the 
grammar symbols. Veriiication can be done in p-time. To show that it is NP-complete we 
will show that if this problem could be solved in p-time. the Jh.ortf!3t common 6'Ul'eruqumce 
problem, described below, could also be solved in p-time. 
Given a. string 5 over an alphabet E, a 6uper3equmce 5' of 5 is any string 
5' = W 0" 1w 1J 2w 2"··Jm wm over E suc~ that S = 614 2" .. 4m a.nd each Wi belongs to E·; we 
also say that S is a subsequence of S. A common supersequence of a. set of strings ( = 
{SI .... ,Sr} is a. string 5 over E such that S is a supersequence of each sj. We shall refer to 
the kth symbol of sj as ~k' The shortest common superse;tuence proble~ is defined a.s 
follows: given an alphabet 1:, a finite set ( of strings from 1: , a.nd a positive integer k, is 
there a. common supersequence of ( of length $ k? This problem was shown to be NP-
complete by Maier (3), provided tha.t the size of the alpha.bet E IS ~ 5. The result was 
sharpened to include any alphabet with at least 2 elements in (4). 
The reduction will be a.s follows: given an instance of the common supersequence problem 
(a set of strings ( = {S 1 , ... ,Sr} over 1: = {al, ... ,a
n
}) we will create a graph 
Dp[8xo,lOXl, ... ,IOXnJ such that there will exist a common supersequence for ( of length :$ k 
iif there· exists valid protocols (or Xl'''.'~ of total length $ k. The graph 
Dp[c5xo,I0Xl .... ,I0XnJ can be specified by giving the attributes of each symbol Xi' 0 ~i :$ 
n, the edges in 8xo, the edges in IOXil 1 $ i :$ n, and the edges in Dp. 
Let ( = {Sl, ... ,Sr} be given. Create Dp [c5xO,I0 Xl 1 ... ,IOXnl such that Xo has 2 attributes 
Xa·inh and Xa.syn. The protocol graph 5xo will contain the single edge (inh,syn). Every 
other symbol Xi' 1 $ i $ n, will have an inherited ~d a synthesized attribute (called an 
attribute ;lair) for each. occurence of 3.i in any string sJ. Hence if ai appears 5 times in 
strings of j then the context-free symbol Xi will have. 5 inherited and 5 synthesized 
attributes. If ai appears as the kth symbol of the s.tring SJ then t.he corresponding inheriteq 
and synthesized attribute~ added to Xj will be Xi.SJkinh and Xi.5Jksyn. For example, if sJ 
= as 302 ~ a.S then SJ would contribute an attribute pair t~ each of ~he contex~free 
symbols ~2 and X3 and two attribute pairs t.o Xs (name)y, XS·SJ 1 inh, XS'sJ Isyn, XS·SJ 4inh 
and XS.SJ 4syn),. For any. a.ttribute pair (Xi.sJkinh , Xi.5Jksyn) the graph IOXi will conta.in 
the edge (Xi.S\inh ,Xj.SJ ksyn). These are the only edges .in t~e IOXi graphs. The .gra.ph 
Dp wil~ have one edge f?r ea.ch two consecutive symbols S\ sJk+ 1 in any string. 5J: Say 
that. S\ = ae and sJ k+ 1 = af' Then Dp will have an edge from Xe.SJ ksyn .to 
Xf.S\+ I inh. The only other edges in the Dp gr:l~h are edges from Xo.inh to the inherited 
attribu tes corresponding to the first character of SJ (I ~ j ~ r), and from the syn thesized 
attributes co~respon.ding ~o the last .character of S~ (1 ~ j ~ 1'), to Xo.syn. So, for 
example, if SJ. = SJ 1 , ... ,SJ final with SJ I = ae and SJ final = af then Dp will have the edges 
(Xa·inh , Xe·SJ I) and (Xr·SJ iinalsyn , Xo·syn). . 
The above description shows how to form, in p-time, the graph Dp[6xo,IOXI , ... ,IOXnJ from 
an instance of the common supersequence problem j. Fi~ure 27 gives the augmented 
dependency gr3.ph Dp[&·O,IOXI,IOX?,IOX3] for the grammar formed from strings j = {51, 
? ¥.'\.... 1 ? 
Sw} over the alphabet E = {aI' 302' a3}' where S = 301 302 303 301 and Sw = 3..2 ~ ~. 
Figure 27: An augmented dependency graph formed from a .set of string3 
We now must show that there exists valid protocols for XI""'~ (pro~ocols whose graphs 
8xl,· .. ,8xn are such that the graph Dp [8xo, i5::n , ... ,8xnJ is acyclic and such that every edge in 
Dp[8xo,IOXI ,·.·,IOXnl is in Dp[8xo,8xI, ... ,8xnD and of total length ~ k iff there exists a 
common supersequence for j of length ~ k. Assume that we had valid protocols for 
Xl ""'~ of total length k. Then we could write a procedure to evaluate the attributes of p 
based on these protocols (this would be done as given in sections 5 and 6). This procedure 
would mix evaluation of the attributes of p with visits to the children nodes (these visits 
would yield synthesized attributes of the node) and would obey the dependency relations 
given in Dpl"xo,IOXl, ... ,I0Xnl13. There would be EXACTLY k visit instructions in this 
l~A procedure obeys the dependency relations of an augmented dependency graph if before 
an attribute X .. i is eva.lua.ted all of its dependencies have alrea.dy been evaluated. If it is 
dependent upob a synthesized attribute X .s (k > 0) then X must be visited before 
eva.luating X:-i and 3.~ the time of .visiting ~".. all or. x"..:s's dep~rr~enc}es must have already 
been eva.luat.oed. ThiS last condition mea.n~ tha.t If the attrIDute IS dependent upon a. 




procedure. This is because a protocol (or X of length m requires m VISIts to X in order to 
evaluate all of its attributes. Similarly if we are given a procedure conta.i;ing Ie VISIT 
instructions which evaluates all the attributes of p and obeys the dependencies of 
Dp[Dxo,IO~(I'''''IOXn] then we can fmd the valid protocols (or Xl""t~ of total length =- Ie 
corresponding to this procedure. This (act is fairly intuitive: from va.lid protocols we can 
construct. procedures which do not violate any dependencies and from procedures which obey 
dependencies we ca.n extract va.lid protocol!!. Thi!! fact a.llows us to expre5S our proof a. 
lit.tle differently: we will show that there exists 3. procedure to evaluate 3.11 the attributes of 
p (assuming only that Xo.inh has already been evaluated upon entry into the procedure) 
using Ie visit instructions and obeying all the dependencies of Dp{Dxo,IOXI, ... ,I0Xn] iff there 
exists a common supersequence of ( of length Ie; In particular, if the procedure contains the 
sequence of instructions VISIT,' {EVAL instructions} VISITIe {EVAL instructions} ... 
VISIT m then 3,' ak'" am wil be 3. common supersequence of (. As. there exists a. 1-1 
correspondaDce between the visit sequence of a procedure and strings in !: we shall refer to 
the visit sequence simply by the string it corresponds to; e.g., if a procedure contains a 
sequence of visit instructions VISITj ,VISITk,v1SIT m we shall refer to it as the string 
ajakam' 
i) Say a procedure obeying the dependencies of the augmen.ted d~pen~ency. graph 
Dp!Dxo,IOX1,· .. ,I0Xn] .has .30 vi~it sequence V = ail ai2 .. ·aih' Let SJ = SJ 1 ~Z",sJ m E \. 
"'(e must show that sJ 1 sJ 2."sJ m ::::a aulau2".3.um is a. subsequence of V. Let. sJle = ae and 
SJ Ie + 1 = af' From the way that. the Dp and IOXi graphs were constructed, any procedure 
evaluating the 3.ttribute~ of p according to the dependencies of t~e augmented dependency 
graph will evalua.te Xf'sJ k+ 1 inh only after visiting Xe yielding. Xe·SJIe~f!l and cannot visit Xe 
yielding that synthesized attribute until a.fter. evaluating ~e.SJk_l inh. He.nce the procedure 
must eva.luate the inherited attributes ~1'S~ I inh, ~2·SJZinh, .... ~m'sJ minh sequentially, 
visiting =<Ul'~2""'~m sequentially. Hence sJ is a subsequence of V. 
ii) Let V = ail aiZ ... 3.ih be a common supersequence of (. We must show that there exists 
a. procedure evaluating all the attributes of p .(assuming Xo.inh has already been evaluated), 
obeying the dependencies of the a.ugmented dependency graph Dp!Dxo,IOX1, ... ,10Xn] and 
having a visit sequence of V. Create a procedure whose visit seqqence is V and evaluates 
a~tributes in between visits according to the following method: Looking at ea~h subsequence 
sJ =- au13.uZ"'3.um q ~ j ~ r) of V, have the proced?re evaluate ~k+l.sJk+linh before 
visiting ~k+l (= SJ k+ 1) but a.fter visiting ~k (= SJk ). Finally evn.lua.te Xo.syn. _This 
procedure 'Rill obey the dep-endencies o( the augmented dependency graph and wiH eva.luate 
all of the a.ttributes of p. 
End a! proof 
We now turn to the question o( optima.l tree-walk evaluators a.nd show th3.t it is an NP-
complete problem to construct optimal evalua.tors. Recall from section :2 that a visit 
sequence for a tree T is the se'luence of YISITk instructions ~ed to eva.luate T. 
Corollary 3: Given a tree T, it is an NP-complete problem to determine 
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whether or not there exists a visit sequence for T of length ~ k. 
proof: Certainly the problem is in NP. Guess a sequence of VISITk instructions. 
Verification can be done in p-time. To show that it is NP-complete we will show that if 
this problem could be solved in p-time, then the problem of finding minimal length protocols 
could also be solved in p-time. 
Our reduction will be as follows: given an augmented dependency graph 
Dp["xO,IOXI, ... ,I0Xnpl where 6xo has length nXO we will construct a. semantic tree T and 
show that there exists a visit sequence for T of length ~ (Z'":lXO + 2a k) iff there exists 
valid protocols for XI, ... ,X
np of total length ~ k. As pointed out in the prooi of the last 
theorem. we can state this a. little differently: given Dp[6xo,IOX1 , ... .!0xnpl we will construct 
a semantic tree T and show that there exists a visit sequence for T of 1ength ~ (Z'"nXO + 
Z'"k) iff there exists procedures to evaluate all the attributes of p obeying the dependencies 
of Dpl"xo.!0XI, ... ,I0Xnpl and using ~ k visit instructions. 
Given the augmented dependency graph Dp[6xo,IOXI, ... ,IOXnpl construct a semantic tree 
a.s follows. Let < PO: S ::= Xo> be the production applying at the root. Let < p: Xo .. -
X1 .. ·Xnp > apply at Xo and let a production <t>i: Xi ::= terminali> apply at Xi (1 ~ i 
~ np). The semantic functions of p have dependencies a.s given in Dp. the semantic 
functions of Po have dependencies a.s extracted from 6:<0 and the semantic functions of Pi 
ha.ve dependencies a.s given in IOXi ' Figure 28 gives the form of a semantic tree T 
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The 8emantic tree T con3tructed from the augmented dependency graph 
Dp{eX()IOX1, .. ·,IOxnpi 
Say that there exists a visit sequence for T of length 2'"nXO + Zak. We will sho\lL..that 
there exists procedures to evaluate all the attributes of p and obeying the dependencies of 
Dp[5xo,IOXlt ... ,I0Xnp] of length k. Any visit sequence to evalua.te T must have nXO visit 
inst::-uctions executed at the root. For each of these there is one VISIT 0 instruction 
exec~ted at p to return control to the root node. Say that in addition to these visit 
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instructions only H are needed to evaluat.e the rest of the tree. For each VISIT· instruction 
executed at the production p to visit the node Xj one VISITO instruction is neeJed at p' to 
return back to p. Hence H/2 = k visit instructioD!5 are executed a.t p. Since T has 311 J the 
dependencies of Dp[OxO,IOX1, ... ,I0XnpJ this means that procedures obeying the dependencies 
of Dp[SXO,IOXl, ... ,IOXnol a.nd using k visit instructions can be construc~ed to evaluate the 
attributes of p. The only if part of the proof is left for the reader. 
End 01 prool 
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